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Working Better Together 
Consultation Report 
 

Summary 
The Policing and Crime Act 2017 makes provision for local assessments by PCCs as to the most 

effective governance model for their local Fire and Rescue Service, giving them the ability to present 

a local business case to the Home Secretary where they perceive that a change would generate 

improvements in economy, efficiency and effectiveness, or public safety. 

In North Yorkshire, the PCC, Julia Mulligan, appointed PA Consulting to assess whether or not a 

different governance model would be beneficial, and if so which of the different governance 

options set out in the legislation would most effectively deliver these opportunities. Due to the 

history of collaboration in North Yorkshire, local stakeholders agree that the status quo is not 

sufficient and that a change to the current model of governance is required. 

The 2017 Act amends the Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004 to enable PCCs to form part or all of 

the governance of their local fire and rescue service, either through sitting on the fire authority 

through the Representation Model (Policing and Crime Act 2017), or by replacing it through either 

the Governance Model or the Single Employer Model (Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004 as 

amended). 

 

After assessing the options, the PCC has decided that the Governance model is the best option for 

North Yorkshire and should be recommended to the Home Secretary. 

As such a full public consultation was required to gather feedback from the public, local 

authorities, fire and police services and partners. The above three options were presented to the 

public for consideration as to which they preferred. There was no option for the status quo, as 

there was local agreement that this was not an option. The consultation launched on 17 July 2017 

running for 10 weeks. The LBC was published along with consultation materials and videos via a 

dedicated website.  

The consultation included an open survey, a representative survey, a staff survey and a series of 

public events across the county in each district, during which over 1400 people were engaged. 

Information leaflets were available in public libraries, police and fire stations and council buildings 

across the county, with the website providing the full details of the business case. Over 2500 

people responded to the survey. 

The consultation found that a majority of the public and workforce favoured a transfer of 

governance, with the preference being for the Governance model. Local Authorities preferred the 

Representation model.  
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Response from the PCC 
 

I would like to thank everyone who has responded to this 

consultation – your feedback is invaluable.  I believe the 

proposals I have put forward could improve the way some of 

our ‘blue-light’ services are delivered, but it was always my 

focus to ensure I fully understand the public appetite for 

change.  Our public services are facing difficult times, and it is 

incumbent on us to pull together, put politics to one side, pool 

our sovereignty and put the public first.  It is after all the 

public’s money, and we must use every opportunity at our 

disposal to protect and improve frontline services. 

This report sets out the feedback that you have given me on those proposals, which are to ask the 

Home Secretary to transfer the governance of the Fire and Rescue Service. This report is not 

exhaustive, but highlights the most relevant issues. The full, independent report on the 

consultation can be found as an appendix to this report, as well as all the written contributions 

and my specific responses to North Yorkshire County Council’s (NYCC) and the City of York 

Council’s (CYC) consultation submissions. 

Altogether I received over 2500 responses to the consultation which is hugely appreciated, and I 

would like to thank my team and the researchers at MEL Research for all their hard work in putting 

together and running this consultation. 

 

Though the number of respondents from the workforce was relatively low, their response, and 

that of their representative bodies, is clear. Sixty-one percent of fire and police employees who 

contributed think a transfer of governance is necessary and 41 percent, the largest proportion, 

believe the Governance model is the best option.  

Interestingly, while the second largest group, at a close 39 percent, thought the Representation 

model would be the best option, a clear majority thought the Representation model would bring 

no benefits and would have a negative or no impact, seemingly contradicting their final preference 

and suggesting a reluctance for change in general.  For the Governance model, there is much 

clearer alignment between the number who gave it as their preference and those who said it 

would be of benefit and have a positive impact. 

However, from the conversations I have had with firefighters and their representatives, while 

visiting fire stations around the county over the last two months, the appetite for change has been 

clear, and I have thoroughly enjoyed engaging with firefighters, retained firefighters, fire officers 

and fire staff on the pros and cons of my proposal. I am very grateful for their active interest in the 

future of their service, and for their vote of confidence in my plans. This includes the North 

Yorkshire branches of the Fire Brigades Union and the Fire Officers’ Association, and the 

Association of Principle Fire Officers, and my discussions with them, alongside my station visits, 

have been illuminating.  

Concerns regarding my proposals from the services revolve around my ability to govern both 

services, in terms of working knowledge and time to be able to govern effectively. Let me be clear, 
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I am aware that this is no small undertaking, but I am confident that I, and indeed any PCC, can 

perform this combined role. Furthermore, the Governance model retains the Chief Fire Officer and 

Chief Constable separately to run the day to day business of each service. Each would be principal 

advisor to the PCC regarding their service functions, and the PCC has the resource of the Office of 

the Police and Crime Commissioner to provide independent advice and support.  

Furthermore, this is a full-time role, and PCCs can develop insight into a wide range of issues 

drawing on sources from across the country and across Government, to which they have direct 

access. It is a PCC’s job to develop knowledge and understanding so that they can deliver for the 

people they represent, who have elected them to deliver the best possible service. Unlike the Fire 

Authority who are appointed and not directly accountable for the service provision, PCCs have a 

direct responsibility and mandate from the public. If a PCC does not, not only should their Police 

and Crime Panel bring them up on poor decision making, but the public would not re-elect them. 

Indeed, there have been cases where the public have forced a PCC to leave office mid-term.  

The majority of the workforce’s comments are positive. They are eager to collaborate more, and 

to see change happening at pace that would enable resources to be reinvested into frontline 

services. This is also the view of those partner organisations that I have engaged with during this 

process, though none responded officially to the consultation. 

For police employees, there is a clear indication that they feel that governance of the police 

service could be diluted by this change. While a majority support the transfer of governance, the 

largest proportion prefer the Representation model.  

I understand some of these concerns, which is why I believe the Governance model is the right 

model, maintaining a Chief Constable whose sole focus is on the police service. Over the last six 

years I have strived to protect frontline capacity, and we are in the process of boosting both 

officer and PCSO numbers. Under the Governance model, the Chief Constable will remain 

operationally independent with responsibility for the deployment of the resources I delegate to 

him. I will continue to exert close scrutiny on the police through the structures already in place, 

and am sure that the opportunities that emerge from this proposal will be of benefit to both 

services. 

 

During this consultation, my team and I ran eight public information events across the county over 

market days and weekends to engage the public, taking to the streets with our stall and a video 

booth where they could watch my animated information video. Altogether we engaged over 1,400 

people through these events, handing out leaflets and answering a range of questions from the 

public.  

What became clear to me during these events was that the public, while interested and willing to 

engage on the future of their public services, ultimately don’t mind who governs their emergency 

services if the job is done effectively and efficiently and they receive a high level of service. From 

their response, they feel my proposal will do just that.  Their priority is straightforward: a good 

police service and a good fire service.  The governance model affords the opportunities to make 

both better. 

One criticism of my proposal, which I think stems from this and that comes through in comments, 

is why, therefore, change something that doesn’t seem to be broken. Indeed, NYFRS do provide a 

good service and it is clear to me that firefighters are dedicated to continuing that trend. However, 
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while NYFRA continue to receive assurance from their external auditor, which isn’t for me to 

question, I think that firefighters are being put in a position where it will become increasingly 

more difficult for them to maintain current service levels.  Indeed, there is a cut of 30 firefighters 

currently underway.  This is reflected in comments from firefighters and in the responses from 

representative bodies. NYFRA say that their strategic and medium term financial plans are in 

response to changing demand and the need to make savings. I would argue that by bringing the 

governance of the services together it would be possible to fundamentally change the way these 

savings can be found across both organisations to protect frontline services and ensure the long-

term sustainability of the services. 

There are also comments that a ‘do nothing’ option should have been presented. The Government 

has made it clear that the status quo is not an option, and what’s more all key local stakeholders, 

including the Fire Authority, agree that the current model of governance is insufficient to enhance 

collaboration going forward and that change is necessary – doing nothing simply isn’t an option. 

Therefore, only the options for constructive change were put forward in this consultation. 

Seventy-one percent of the public favour a transfer of governance, with 55 percent favouring the 

Governance model. This includes a representative survey of the population of North Yorkshire 

comprising over 1,500 people to ensure a robust, representative view was achieved. I 

commissioned an independent research company to undertake this work, and MEL Research’s 

report can be found later in this report. There have been concerns that members of the public 

asked to respond to this survey wouldn’t be able to comprehend so complex a topic in a short 

space of time. I appreciate those concerns, and we worked hard to ensure that the assessments 

set out in the business case could be conveyed comprehensively. Indeed, the responses clearly 

indicate that residents did understand the different options. 

The majority of comments are positive, dwelling on the positive impact the change could have, the 

opportunities to collaborate, and what is most often referred to as ‘common sense’ in creating a 

structure where the two services have to work more closely together. 

In contrast, North Yorkshire County Council and the City of York Council have supported the 

Representation model over my proposal, but have not provided any substantive evidence to 

counter or amend the assessment, nor any information or opinion from their respective 

communities in support of their proposal. They did however raise several concerns and I have 

responded to their specific objections separately, a copy of which is included with their responses 

in the appendices. Some of their comments align with those concerns raised by the public so I will 

address some of the general points here.  

The concern raised by NYCC, pertinent to the statutory criteria, is about how the business case 

addresses public safety. My business case draws clear links between three of the critical success 

factors that are assessed and public safety. It sets out that a governance option can be seen to be 

improving public safety if it can accelerate the pace and scale of collaboration, thereby benefiting 

the effectiveness and efficiency of the services. It sets out that a governance option will not harm 

public safety if it can mitigate key risks and is deliverable. There is a clear assessment of this in the 

business case which I have drawn out and made clear in response to this concern. I am satisfied 

that this is sufficiently addressed and many of the public responses particularly highlight the 

benefit for public safety that the Governance model could bring. 

Connected to this concern over public safety, is a concern regarding the status and continuation of 

current collaboration between the fire service, local authorities and health services. There is a 
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perception that this transfer would immediately cut off any collaboration outside of that between 

police and fire. I have been categorical from the start that that would not be the case, but rather is 

central to one of the critical success factors – that the governance option facilitates wider 

collaboration. The PFCC would have a responsibility to consider the development and delivery of 

the fire service as separate to the police service, and I have stated several times that I would 

expect to see the fire service continue and extend significantly its current wider collaboration.  

Indeed, what the Governance model allows for is better coordination and alignment between 

police and fire services of collaboration with wider partners.  

Furthermore, there is substantial international and national evidence set out in the business case 

that single governance models enhance collaboration and make it easier to deliver collaboration 

projects. In discussions with partners they have recognised that it would make engaging with the 

two services easier at a higher level. Given that barriers to collaboration to date have revolved 

around ownership and ‘sovereignty’ of services, certainly the evidence set out from these studies 

shows that the proposed model of governance would stop this being a problem. This would enable 

the services to think more radically about the extent of collaboration to sustainably enhance 

public safety. 

It is this evidence which is the basis of the case for a change of governance, not the financial 

benefits or the collaboration opportunities, which the councils and Fire Authority purport to be at 

the heart of the assessment. This business case is about governance, and the best model of 

governance to achieve change. I can understand that some may not agree with the qualitative 

assessment that has been made based on this evidence, which then steers the financial modelling, 

but the arguments put forward are about delivery not about governance. They have not provided 

any evidence to counter or change the assessment that a single line of governance is better than 

fragmented governance. 

The process to develop this business case was also collaborative, including NYCC and CYC, NYFRA 

and the two services. My process gave partners the opportunity to feed into the development of 

the case, and to provide any evidence they thought pertinent to the assessment. However, 

questions are raised through the responses as to the validity of the evidence set out in the 

business case. All the data derives from the services themselves, and the modelling has been 

agreed by the two services. Additionally, workshops with staff and officers, external operational 

experts, as well as individual meetings, gave PA Consulting significant access to the services and 

the necessary information.  

The most common comment amongst the public who object to my proposal refers to the ability of 

the PCC to govern both services. I have addressed this above, but the councils and Police and 

Crime Panel also raise a concern that the Panel would not be able to maintain its ability to 

scrutinise my decision making, as it would be taking on the functions of the Fire Authority as well. 

It must be clear that the Panel would not be taking on the functions of the FRA as those functions 

transfer to the PCC. The Panel’s role would continue to be to scrutinise and support the PFCC in 

their decision making. While it is for the councils to arrange and support the Panel, I would of 

course expect my team to support members in developing an understanding of the context of the 

decisions that I am making, and will continue to work closely with the Panel to ensure they can 

undertake their function.  It is clear to me that concerns about the resourcing of a local authority 

committee, which is straight forward to resolve, should not stand in the way of significant 

improvements to frontline services. 
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Linked to this is a concern from councils and the public regarding the impact that this change will 

have on the fire service, and the councils claim that there is no vision for the fire service set out 

within my business case. The change of governance in and of itself will not impact service delivery 

– the service will continue being delivered in the same way from the day before transfer to the day 

after transfer. Beyond this I have set out the areas that I intend to look at, and have also outlined 

my proposal for transformational collaborative change across the two services. One of the first 

things that I would need to do on transfer is to develop my Police, Fire and Crime Plan, setting out 

this vision in greater detail, involving the public directly in the development of their fire service in 

ways never done before. 

Finally, linked to this concern about service delivery is one about the development of the services 

and the democratic representation of residents in doing so. Comments, largely from councils and 

councillors, suggest that the Representation model would be more ‘democratic’ as it includes a 

number of elected Councillors.  It must be remembered though that local people do not elect 

those Councillors specifically for governing their fire service, and therefore do not hold them 

directly accountable for that provision. In contrast, as PCC, I am directly elected by the whole of 

North Yorkshire specifically for the role of governing the police, and I am directly accountable to 

the public at election time for that. Moreover, I included a commitment to look closely at how the 

fire and police services could collaborate better together in my manifesto. The public also see 

PCCs as more accessible than old Police Authorities, and I can’t foresee that being any different 

regarding the fire service.  Parliament has made it clear that PCCs are responsible for the 

democratically accountable governance of policing and has now made that option available to fire 

and rescue services where the PCC can make a compelling case to do so. This is about the future of 

two of our important public services, and it is essential that we do what is in the best interest of 

the public. 

 

Change of any sort is difficult. At the heart of this proposal is an opportunity to really look at how 

we provide emergency services in North Yorkshire to ensure that we are providing the best 

possible service to the public, and at good value for the taxpayer. My fundamental principle in 

managing the police is the same that I have applied to the development of this proposal; to ensure 

the effective use of public money to reinvest in frontline services that meet the needs and 

requirements of the public. In understanding what this means for the police and fire services, it 

became clear that the pace of decision making needed to accelerate, and the process be 

streamlined, to realise this principle. I cannot find any reason within the consultation response to 

amend this understanding, or the assessment in my business case. 

After due consideration of the consultation responses, I intend to submit my business case to the 

Home Secretary in due course. 

 

Julia Mulligan 
Police and Crime Commissioner for North Yorkshire 
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Consultation Delivery 

Summary 
The Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004 (as amended by the Policing and Crime Act 2017) sets out 

that any Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) applying for a transfer of FRA functions under a 

Section 4A order by the Home Secretary must conduct a full public consultation prior to submitting 

their local business case to the Home Secretary.  

In North Yorkshire, a local business case assessing the governance options was developed by PA 

Consulting. On reviewing this assessment, PCC Julia Mulligan’s preferred option was for the 

Governance Model, which would require a Section 4A Order. The PCC therefore decided to consult 

on the options for change to understand the views of the public, local authorities, services and 

partners.  

A Consultation Strategy was developed, which can be found in Appendix A. This was shared with 

key partners through the Strategic Reference Group for feedback and confirmation, and partners 

were satisfied with the approach being taken. MEL Research was commissioned to conduct an 

impartial consultation including a representative survey. 

The consultation, which ran for 10 weeks from 17 July 2017 to 22 September 2017, engaged with, 

and welcomed responses from, anyone living and working in North Yorkshire. The consultation was 

circulated to the public and residents, MP’s, councillors and representatives from county, city, 

district, town and parish councils, employees across the police and fire and rescue services and their 

representative bodies. It also engaged with other partner agencies and the community and 

voluntary sector. The consultation asked respondents to consider the available options for the 

future governance of the Fire and Rescue Service, along with the opportunity to provide more 

detailed feedback.   

This section sets out how the Consultation Strategy was delivered. 

 

Delivering the consultation 
Delivery of the consultation set out to meet the objectives set in our Consultation Strategy (see 

Appendix A). The following two sections cover objectives one and two, and three and four 

respectively, and both cover objective five – to ensure the PCC discharges her duty to consult as set 

out in the legislation. 

Informing the public 

The consultation used a variety of methods to disseminate information about the consultation and 

ensure that the public were informed about the options set out in the Policing and Crime Act 2017 

and Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004 (as amended), about the rationale for the preferred option 

put forward by the PCC, and about the criteria and factors that were important in the decision-

making process.  

Pro-active communication through existing channels used for consultation by the OPCC included 

good links with local media and the considerable online Community Messaging network. To 

capture the online audience, tweets, Facebook posts and YouTube videos were created and 

promoted, and printed literature such as leaflets and consultation posters were delivered directly 

to every police station, fire station, library and council offices across the county. Public events took 
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to the streets to pro-actively engage people rather than expecting them to come to us. Examples 

of the consultation materials referenced below can be found in Appendix E. 

The local business case was sent to all statutory consultees with a consultation notice and 

published online, and an internal email was sent to all fire and police employees. 

Public consultation notices (posters) were sent out to a variety of public buildings, including 

council premises, libraries and police and fire stations, and to all Parish and Town Councils for local 

notice boards. Posters advertising the consultation events were also circulated to these and to 

local shops in and around the area where the event was being held. A total of 808 were sent out. 

Information leaflets were also distributed to council premises, libraries and police and fire stations 

providing information on the options and rationale, and providing links to further information. A 

total of 4,150 leaflets were distributed or handed out during public events. 

A dedicated website, telljulia.com, provided the local business case, all the consultation materials, 

frequently asked questions, information about the public events being run, and contact details for 

further information. In total, the consultation webpages were visited 5527 times. 

An animated information video was published setting out the options and the business case 

assessment, and the PCC also filmed a video setting out her case and the opportunities she saw 

arising from it. In total, all videos were viewed 9753 times. 

1413 people were engaged through a series of public events which were held across the county, 

one in each district and one in the city, where staff from the OPCC were available to answer 

questions. Posters were circulated to public buildings, post offices and shops in and around the 

area where the event was being held. Information signs informed the public about what was 

happening, leaflets were available to take away, three pop-up banners provided information on 

the case for change, the options and the business case assessment and on the PCC’s preferred 

option, and a pop-up cinema booth allowed the public to watch the animated information video. 

These events happened in the following locations on these dates: 

• Northallerton on Wednesday 26 July 

• Harrogate on Thursday 27 July  

• Scarborough on Friday 4 August  

• Malton on Saturday 5 August  

• Selby on Monday 7 August  

• Richmond on Tuesday 8 August  

• Skipton on Monday 14 August  

• York on Tuesday 15 August  

Online and print coverage, totalling 121 articles or features from 39 unique sources, saw a reach of 

more than 941,000. Two TV news items reached an average of 400,000 each. The PCC made five 

radio appearances across four stations with an average weekly reach of between 45,000 and 

85,000 people. Statistics on media coverage and outlets can be found at Appendix F. Media 

coverage included: 

• A press release launching the consultation, distributed to all local newspapers and a range 

of national policing and fire publications 

• A TV interview on local BBC news programme, Look North 

• An interview on Harrogate based commercial radio, Stray FM 
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• Consultation and collaboration opportunities featured in the PCC’s monthly column 

named Crime Matters, printed in the Harrogate Advertiser, Ripon Gazette and Wetherby 

News. 

• A hotseat style interview on BBC Radio York involving the PCC, a member of the local Fire 

Brigades Union and the Chair of the Fire Authority 

Social media engagement was conducted during the consultation period reaching approximately 

530,068 people. This was used to promote the survey, disseminate information, advertise the 

public events and receive feedback. Social media statistics can be found at Appendix G. 

The PCC also attended Overview and Scrutiny Committee meetings for the County, City and 

Districts. She also attended the Executive Meetings of the County and City councils, and met with 

a number of Councillors from a range of political parties individually. 

Other information dissemination included: 

• An e-newsletter sent to our entire stakeholder list 

• A small article in the PCC’s monthly newsletter which was handed out at the regional 

agricultural event, The Great Yorkshire Show 

• An online message sent to signed up residents of North Yorkshire’s Community Messaging 

network 

 

Obtaining views 

The consultation used a variety of methods to effectively obtain the views and opinions of a broad 

range of stakeholders across North Yorkshire to inform the PCC of the public’s opinion to enable her 

to consider their views and inform her final decision. 

These included an open survey for residents and business owners in North Yorkshire, a 

representative survey of North Yorkshire Residents conducted by MEL Research, a survey for 

employees of the police and fire services, and key stakeholder focus groups. The survey questions 

are at Appendix H(i). The survey could be accessed in several different ways: 

• Through the consultation website, telljulia.com 

• The survey was included in the information leaflet circulated to public buildings, including a 

freepost return address 

• Via social media posts 

• Through the door-to-door representative survey conducted by MEL Research 

• Via direct email for statutory consultees and service employees 

More than 2,500 people living or working in North Yorkshire responded to the consultation, 

meaning that our confidence level (at 95% level) is ±2.5% which is well within industry standards. 

Key stakeholder meetings 
During the consultation, the PCC discussed the consultation with the following individuals and 

groups: 

• North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service through nine station visits, including Fire HQ 

• The Chief Fire Officer and his senior management team 

• North Yorkshire County Council, City of York Council and the District and Borough councils 

• The North Yorkshire branch of the Fire Brigades Union and the Fire Officers’ Association 
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• North Yorkshire’s MPs  

Focus Groups 
Five focus groups were held with key stakeholder groups to explore the options and gather more 

detailed feedback on their views to feed into the consultation. These were facilitated by MEL 

Research. It should be expressly noted that the views are in addition to any formal response made 

to the PCC. These meetings were held to allow greater qualitative understanding to be investigated 

for stakeholders’ views and were not considered as a formal response to the consultation from the 

respective groups. 

• Police and Crime Panel*:  Three participants (Alverton Court, Crosby Road, Northallerton) 

• Union Representatives:  Five participants (Granby Road, Harrogate) 

• Fire Authority:  Seven participants (Alverton Court, Crosby Road, Northallerton) 

• Local Authorities:  Five participants (Alverton Court, Crosby Road, Northallerton)  

• Local Partnerships:  Two participants (Quaker meeting Room, Friargate, York) 

* A semi-structured in-depth telephone interview was conducted with a further Panel member. 

 

Consultation Expenditure 
The consultation budget was £40,000. Costs have come in £76.65 over budget.  

The following table demonstrates the cost of the consultation: 

Item Cost (£) 

Research agency 29,781 

Public events 6,187.82 

Video materials 3,216 

Website 360 

Stationery and postage 531.83 

Total 40,076.65 

 

Conclusion 
In conclusion, this section shows that all the objectives of our consultation strategy were met and 

that not only did we manage to engage all our identified stakeholders but that we also undertook 

and went beyond our specified methodology. 

The consultation received a good response, giving the outcome of the consultation credibility. 
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Consultation Results 

Type of responses 
Over 10 weeks the OPCC received 2587 responses to the public consultation. The table below is a 

summary of how the public responded: 

Response medium 

Online survey 605 23% 

Residents survey 1,514 59% 
Public events 261 10% 
Staff surveys 207 8% 

 

The consultation sought qualitative responses describing how individuals and organisations might 

be affected by the change of governance in North Yorkshire.  

As well as public responses, the online survey also includes responses from: 

• Bentham Town Council 

• Brompton Town Council 

• Burton-cum-Walden Parish Council 

• Draughton Parish Council 

• East Cowton Parish Council 

• Kettlewell with Starbotton Parish 

Council 

• Middleham Town Council 

• Moulton Parish Council 

• Skeeby Parish Council 

• Stokesley Town Council 

• Weaverthorpe Parish Council 

 

• Association of Principle Fire Officers 

• Hambleton, Richmondshire and 

Whitby CCG 

• Harrogate Borough Council Liberal 

Democrat Group

The opportunity to provide a written response instead of/as well as responding to the survey itself, 

was offered.  In total, 24 written responses were received, including 6 responses from members of 

the public and 3 from councillors. 15 of the responses were from councils and a further 4 were from 

other organisations.

• Barton Parish Council 

• City of York Council 

• Craven District Council 

• Harrogate Borough Council 

• North Yorkshire County Council  

• Pateley Bridge Town Council 

• Richmondshire District Council 

• Selby District Council 

• Skipton Town Council 

• Stapleton and Cleasby Parish Council 

• Wigginton Parish Council 

 

• North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue 

Authority 

• North Yorkshire Police and Crime 

Panel 

• Fire Brigades Union (North Yorkshire) 

• Fire Officers’ Association

North Yorkshire County Council’s response also included a summary of all the District and Borough 

Council responses. 
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The demographic data for audience participation illustrated that the consultation reached a range 

of ages, backgrounds, ethnicities and diversities.  This table shows the gender of respondents: 

Female 1107 43% 

Male 1294 51% 

Other/no data provided 157 6% 

 

This table shows a breakdown by age: 

16-24 214 9% 

25-34 275 11% 

35-44 412 17% 

45-54 474 19% 

55-64 427 17% 

65-74 353 14% 

75+ 267 11% 

Prefer not to say 22 1% 

 

All areas of North Yorkshire were well represented with sample sizes being more than adequate 

for a confidence rating (at 95% levels) of ±2.5%: 

Craven 187 7% 

Hambleton 392 15% 

Harrogate 446 17% 

Richmondshire 169 7% 

Ryedale 197 8% 

Scarborough 311 12% 

Selby 256 10% 

York 569 22% 

Other 26 1% 

 

Breakdown of responses 
A full breakdown of the results by exception is available in the MEL Research report at Appendix H. 

The following identifies by exception significant results. 

Preferred option 

Key local stakeholders agree that change is necessary. As such this consultation did not include a 

‘do nothing’ option, but consulted the public on which of the three options would be best for North 

Yorkshire. 

Overall, over half (55%) of respondents prefer the Governance model. Around three out of ten (29%) 

prefer the Representation model, whilst around 15% prefer the Single employer model. Seven out 

of ten of all respondents (71%) are in favour of a transfer of governance (i.e. Governance or Single 

Employer model). The chart below demonstrates these figures and breaks the result down by survey 

type. 
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Overview of results 

Full analysis of the results is available in the MEL Research report at Appendix H. A response to the 

qualitative comments highlighted in that report can be found in the ‘Response from the PCC’ 

section. 

Overall, the results of the public survey show a preference for the Governance model. A majority 

in all demographic groups score the benefit of the Governance model as a three or above (on a 

scale of one to five, one being no benefit and five being significant benefit). A majority in all 

demographic groups rate it as having a positive impact. This model was rated more highly by 

younger respondents and by female respondents. 

The public were less likely to score the Representation model highly in terms of benefit, and were 

more likely to say that it would have a negative or no impact.  

Both tier-one authorities prefer the Representation model, as does the North Yorkshire Fire and 

Rescue Authority and the Police and Crime Panel, suggesting that it can provide all the benefits set 

out in the business case for the Governance model. One member of the Fire Authority is reported 

as stating that if the proposal is about speeding up decision making, then the Governance option is 

the obvious choice. A response to the specific objections of the tier-one authorities is included in 

Appendix I. 

Fire service employees rated the Governance model’s benefits highly with 73% scoring it as three 

or above. 63% of them think that it will have a positive impact on the service. 59% chose this 

model as their preferred option, with 27% preferring the Representation model. Though the Single 

Employer model received a very negative response from unions and in staff meetings, 14% prefer 

this option. The number of Fire service respondents is low (93), but this strong preference, 

coupled with the support of three fire service unions indicates a strong desire for change. 

All employee representative bodies were contacted and given the opportunity to respond. The 

three that responded show support for a transfer of governance, with two, the Fire Brigades Union 

and the Association of Principal Fire Officers supporting the Governance model, and the Fire 

Officers’ Association supporting the Governance model in principle. 

29%
40%

22%

39%

55%
48%

61%
41%

15% 12% 17% 20%

OVERALL (2572) Online (inc. public
events) (850)

Resident survey (1514) Staff survey (208)

Option 1: Representation Model Option 2: Governance Model Option 3: Single Employer Model
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While police service employees support a transfer of governance (52% preferring the Governance 

or Single Employer model), their preference was for the Representation model (48%). Comments 

show that they would prefer the PCC to concentrate on policing and that they do not see a benefit 

for the police service in sharing governance. They are therefore more likely to rate the Governance 

model as having no benefit and a negative impact. However, they also overwhelmingly rate the 

Representation model as having no benefit (64% scoring it a one or two) and as having a negative 

or no impact (65%). Similarly, they do not score the Single Employer model highly either. No police 

employee representative bodies responded. 

A range of themes emerge from the comments provided by the consultation, some positive, some 

negative. These can be found in the MEL Research report at Appendix H. A response to the key 

themes that have been identified can be found in the ‘Response from the PCC’ section. 

 

Conclusion 
The consultation has successfully delivered the objectives and methodology set out in the 

Consultation Strategy. 

The consultation ran for 10 weeks delivering a range of consultation materials to inform the public 

and enabling responses in a variety of ways. The consultation closed at 23:59 on 22 September 

2017, with a very positive total of 2,587 responses. 

The result of the consultation demonstrates clear support for the PCC’s preferred option, the 

Governance model from the public and workforce. However, the two tier-one authorities have 

objected to the proposal. The outcome of the consultation is a key piece of supporting evidence for 

the local business case. 

The Police and Crime Commissioner for North Yorkshire, Julia Mulligan, has considered and 

reviewed the consultation and the responses and evaluation. She has determined that there is 

nothing in the responses to substantively change her business case, and therefore proposes to 

submit the case to the Home Secretary for consideration. As the tier-one authorities have objected, 

this will trigger the Independent Assessment process. 
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Appendix A – Consultation Strategy 
 

Working Better 
Together 
 

Consultation Strategy 
This document sets out the North Yorkshire Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner’s (OPCC) 

strategy for undertaking a full public consultation on the Police and Crime Commissioner’s local 

business case regarding the governance of the North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service. 

This strategy sets out the requirements of the consultation and the OPCC’s approach to ensure the 

consultation is fit for purpose and meets the legal requirements and best practice principles of 

public sector consultation. 
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Background 

National context 

Our emergency services have had a responsibility to collaborate with each other in order to ensure 

that they are providing the most effective, efficient and best value public service for decades.  

However, the Policing and Crime Act, which came into effect in January 2017, now places a statutory 

high-level duty to collaborate on the emergency services (Police, Fire and Rescue, and Ambulance). 

It also makes provision for local assessments by Police and Crime Commissioners (PCC) as to the 

most effective governance model for Fire and Rescue Services (FRS), giving them the ability to 

present a local business case to the Home Office where they perceive that a different governance 

model would generate improvements in economy, efficiency and effectiveness, and/or public 

safety. 

The Government has made it clear that it expects to see greater joint working not only delivering 

efficiencies and savings to the public purse, but also more effective services that improve public 

safety and resilience.  

“The government believes that greater joint working can strengthen the emergency services and 

deliver significant savings and benefit for the public. It has already invested over £70 million to help 

drive blue light collaboration programmes. Although there are many good examples locally of joint 

working between the emergency services, the overall picture remains patchy and much more can 

be done to improve taxpayer value for money and the service to communities.”1 

The Government have been clear that the status quo is not sufficient and that there must be 

improvement. In describing the measures set out by the Policing and Crime Act, Brandon Lewis, 

Minister for Policing and Fire said that “by overseeing both police and fire services, I am clear that 

PCCs can drive the pace of reform, maximise the benefits of collaboration and ensure best practice 

is shared.”2  

Governance Options 

To facilitate better collaboration and improve emergency services, the Act proposes three 

alternative options to the status quo. These are: 

Representation model 
The PCC is represented on a Fire and Rescue Authority (and its committees) in their police area 

with full voting rights, subject to the consent of the Fire and Rescue Authority. In North Yorkshire, 

this would see the PCC join North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Authority (NYFRA). 

Governance model  
The PCC takes on legal and overarching responsibility for the provision of the fire and rescue 

service(s) in their area. Individual services retain their operational independence, budgets, their 

chief fire officers and their own staff. In North Yorkshire, this would see the PCC becoming the 

NYFRA. 

                                                      
1 HM Government (2015), Enabling Closer Working - Consultation 
2 Brandon Lewis (2017), Fire Minister’s speech to Reform 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/enabling-closer-working-between-the-emergency-services
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/fire-ministers-speech-to-reform
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Single employer model 
The PCC would become the NYFRA but, in addition, fire and rescue functions are delegated to a 

single chief officer for policing and fire. Within this model, the services remain distinct front line 

services with separate budgets, albeit with increasingly integrated support services. 

In North Yorkshire, an assessment has been undertaken, and a preferred option of the 

Governance model is being put forward. 

Process 

The Policing and Crime Act specifies a process whereby PCCs assess the case for change and, if a 

case is seen to exist to move to the governance or single employer model, prepare a full local 

business case (LBC) in accordance with the Treasury’s five case model, demonstrating how the 

change is in the interests of economy, efficiency, effectiveness and public safety.  

If this is done a public consultation must be held on the proposal. The PCC then makes her final 

decision as to whether to submit the LBC to the Home Office. If so, the Home Secretary then 

reviews the case and takes the final decision whether to approve it or not. If approved secondary 

legislation is laid before Parliament to put in place the statutory instruments to make the transfer 

possible. 

 

 

  

Case for change 
assessment 

•Strategic and 
Economic cases 
for change 
considered

•Preferred option 
identified

Business case 
development

•Full LBC 
prepared and 
published

•Public 
consultation 
held to 
understand local 
views

•local agreement 
sought from tier 
1 local 
authorities

•Final decision 
taken

Home Office 
assessment

•LBC submitted

•Home Office 
reviews case 
against tests of 
economy, 
efficiency, 
effectiveness or 
public safety

•If no local 
agreement, an 
independent 
assessment is 
undertaken 
adding 8 weeks 
to the process

•Home Secretary 
approves or 
rejects

Legislating the 
transfer

•Statutory 
instruments are 
drafted, taking 
8-12 weeks

•Secondary 
legislation is laid 
before 
Parliament to 
pass the 
transfer into law

•Commencement 
occurs after 40 
days
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Approach 
In North Yorkshire, the PCC has taken a collaborative approach to this process, instituting a 

structure that allows for the input and collaboration of key stakeholders from the beginning of the 

process. 

This approach will be reflected in this consultation, which will aim to engage with a range of 

stakeholders as well as the public to gather and assess many and diverse perspectives. North 

Yorkshire is the largest county in England, containing many different communities – from the 

historic urban centre of York to seaside towns, rural villages, isolated hamlets and farms, and the 

sparsely populated Yorkshire Dales and North York Moors national parks.  

This consultation seeks to engage across the county to explore and listen to the public’s opinions 

about the opportunities that the LBC presents. It will present an evidence base for an innovative 

and fresh vision for how community safety can be delivered in North Yorkshire. 

Objectives 
The objectives of this consultation are to: 

• develop public understanding about the options set out by the Policing and Crime Act and 

about the rationale for the preferred option put forward by the PCC 

• set out to the public the criteria and factors that will be important in the decision-making 

process 

• effectively obtain the views and opinions of a broad range of stakeholders across North 

Yorkshire on the benefits of the options explored in our LBC 

• inform the PCC of the public’s opinion to enable her to consider their views and possible 

amendments to the LBC, and to inform her final decision 

• ensure that the PCC discharges her duty to consult as set out in the Policing and Crime Act in 

line with legal requirements and best practice in public consultation 
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Legal Requirements 
The Association of Police and Crime Chief Executives has set out guidance based on the Policing 

and Crime Act requirements. This guidance is set out below.3 

Prior to submitting a business case to the Secretary of State, a PCC is required to meet a number 

of consultation duties as set out in the Policing and Crime Act 2017 Schedule 1 Part 1. These are: 

• consulting each relevant upper tier local authority about the business case; 

• consulting people in their local police force area about the business case; 

• consulting those who the PCC considers represent the views of employees who may be 

affected by the PCC’s proposal including fire and rescue personnel and police staff; 

• consulting those who the PCC considers represent the views of members of the police force 

who may be affected by the PCC’s proposal; and 

• publishing a summary of the PCC’s response to the representations and views expressed in 

response to the consultation. 

The Act does not prescribe how PCCs should go about meeting these requirements. This reflects 

the principle that PCCs are best placed to determine locally how to consult their local communities 

based on the nature of their case and its complexity. There is, however, related case law and best 

practice in this area that PCCs may wish to draw on when considering how to discharge their 

consultation duties. 

Consultation will need to demonstrate that it meets two criteria.  

1. It adheres to the Gunning Principles of good consultation:  

• consultation must take place when the proposal is still at a formative stage;  

• sufficient reasons must be put forward for the proposal to allow for intelligent consideration 

and response 

• adequate time must be given for consideration and response  

• the product of consultation must be conscientiously taken into account.  

Recent case law has also added two further principles:  

• the degree of specificity regarding the consultation should be influenced by those who are 

being consulted;  

• the demands of fairness are likely to be higher when the consultation relates to a decision 

which is likely to deprive someone of an existing benefit.  

 

2. It adheres to the government Consultation Principles 2016:4  

Consultations should be clear and concise  
Use plain English and avoid acronyms. Be clear what questions you are asking and limit the 

number of questions to those that are necessary. Make them easy to understand and easy to 

answer. Avoid lengthy documents when possible and consider merging those on related topics.  

                                                      
3 APACE (2017), Police and Fire Business Case: Guidance for OPCC CEOs 
4 HM Government (2016), Consultation Principles. These have been adapted to suit local consultation. This 
government document does not have legal force and is subject to statutory and other legal requirements. 

http://www.cfoa.org.uk/download/66772
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/492132/20160111_Consultation_principles_final.pdf
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Consultations should have a purpose  
Do not consult for the sake of it. Ask departmental lawyers whether you have a legal duty to 

consult. Take consultation responses into account when taking policy forward. Consult about 

policies or implementation plans when the development of the policies or plans is at a formative 

stage. Do not ask questions about issues on which you already have a final view.  

Consultations should be informative  
Give enough information to ensure that those consulted understand the issues and can give 

informed responses. Include validated assessments of the costs and benefits of the options being 

considered when possible; this might be required where proposals have an impact on business or 

the voluntary sector.  

Consultations are only part of a process of engagement  
Consider whether informal iterative consultation is appropriate, using new digital tools and open, 

collaborative approaches. Consultation is not just about formal documents and responses. It is an 

on-going process.  

Consultations should last for a proportionate amount of time  
Judge the length of the consultation on the basis of legal advice and taking into account the nature 

and impact of the proposal. Consulting for too long will unnecessarily delay policy development. 

Consulting too quickly will not give enough time for consideration and will reduce the quality of 

responses. 

Consultations should be targeted  
Consider the full range of people, business and voluntary bodies affected by the change, and 

whether representative groups exist. Consider targeting specific groups if appropriate. Ensure they 

are aware of the consultation and can access it. Consider how to tailor consultation to the needs 

and preferences of particular groups, such as older people, younger people or people with 

disabilities that may not respond to traditional consultation methods.  

Consultations should take account of the groups being consulted  
Consult stakeholders in a way that suits them. Charities may need more time to respond than 

businesses, for example. When the consultation spans all or part of a holiday period, consider how 

this may affect consultation and take appropriate mitigating action.  

Consultations should be agreed before publication  
Seek collective agreement before publishing a written consultation, particularly when consulting 

on new policy proposals.  

Consultation should facilitate scrutiny  
Publish any response on the same page as the original consultation, and ensure it is clear when 

the PCC has responded to the consultation. Explain the responses that have been received from 

consultees and how these have informed the policy. State how many responses have been 

received.  

Responses to consultations should be published in a timely fashion  
Publish responses within 12 weeks of the consultation or provide an explanation why this is not 

possible. Where consultation concerns a statutory instrument publish responses before or at the 
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same time as the instrument is laid, except in exceptional circumstances. Allow appropriate time 

between closing the consultation and implementing policy or legislation.  

Consultation exercises should not generally be launched during local or national election 

periods.  
If exceptional circumstances make a consultation absolutely essential (for example, for 

safeguarding public health), departments should seek advice from the Propriety and Ethics team in 

the Cabinet Office.  

Consultation Timeline 
In North Yorkshire, the PCC has set out her timeline for consultation as follows: 

  

Consultation 
planning

• May-June 2017

• Develop consultation strategy and plan

• Tender for consultation agency support

Consultation

• July-September 2017 - 10 week consultation

• Representative survey

• Public events and key stakeholder focus 
groups

Reporting

• October 2017

• Report and respond to 
consultation findings
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Stakeholders 
In North Yorkshire the PCC has made it clear that this consultation should reach as broad an 

appropriate audience as possible. 

The main stakeholder groups are listed below. 

 

  

• Representative sample

• Community groups

• Businesses

The public

• North Yorkshire County Council and City of York Council

• MPs

• Fire Authority

• Police and Crime Panel

• District and Borough Councils

• Town and Parish Councils

• Clinical Commissioning Groups and Hospital Trusts

• Safeguarding Boards

• Community Safety Partnerships

• Health and Wellbeing Board

Local Authorities

• Fire officers, staff and volunteers

• Police officers, staff and volunteers

• Unions and staff associations

• Yorkshire Ambulance Service

• Local resilience forum

Emergency Services

• Newspapers

• Emergency services professional publications

• Local and regional radio and television stations

• Social media

Media
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Methodological Overview 
In North Yorkshire, the PCC has stipulated that the consultation must meet with rigorous 

standards, legal requirements and best practice principles of public sector consultation. 

We will ensure that consultation documents are concise and clear, written in plain language that 

can be understood by the intended audience, avoiding jargon at all times. 

Subject to a full consultation plan, our consultation methods are as follows. 

Survey 

• An online survey accessible via a dedicated webpage (see Media)  

• Face-to-face and telephone representative sample 

• Officer and staff survey for fire and police 

• Hard copy versions circulated to public buildings and by request with freepost return address 

(see also Leaflet) 

• Easy read and other language versions 

Leaflet 

• A public information leaflet also containing the survey for distribution to public buildings 

with freepost return address 

Public notices and meetings 

• Public consultation notices distributed to all councils, and posted at police and fire stations 

where possible 

• Public meetings or events across the county attended by the PCC where possible to 

advertise the consultation, provide information and allow for completion of surveys 

• PCC engagement with County, City, Borough and District Council public meetings to present 

the LBC  

• Key stakeholder focus groups to present the LBC and gather views 

Media 

• A dedicated webpage which will accessibly host the consultation information 

• An ongoing social media campaign will be used to keep the public up-to-date on the process 

and will be used as an effective tool to gather feedback 

• PCC to provide press release to newspapers, features to industry magazines, and radio and 

TV interviews  

• A list of FAQs will be prepared in advance so that all press requests can be met in a timely 

and informative manner 

• A simple and easy to understand animated video, lasting less than five minutes, will outline 

the background and relevant information in plain English with subtitles 

• A second short video will involve the PCC speaking to camera about her preferred option and 

her rationale for putting it forward to the public 
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Appendix B – Consultation notice email  
The following email was sent to statutory consultees on launching the consultation 

 

Subject: Notice of Public Consultation – Working Better Together 

 

Attachment: Working Better Together – NYLBC for consultation; Working Better Together 

consultation poster 

 

Dear [consultee], 

I attach a copy of the PCC’s business case on governance of the North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue 

Service.  

We would be grateful if you would also circulate this email to your lists and display the attached 

public notice prominently please.  

Thank you, 

Fraser Sampson 
Interim Chief Executive Officer to the Police and Crime Commissioner for North Yorkshire 

 

Public consultation notice: “Working Better Together: Options to improve collaboration 

between Fire and Police services in North Yorkshire” 

Legislation recently passed by Parliament includes a new duty for emergency services to 

collaborate, and a specific opportunity for Police and Crime Commissioners to apply to the 

Secretary of State to allow them to take on responsibility for the governance of their local Fire and 

Rescue Service, if it appears that it is in the interests of effectiveness, efficiency, economy or 

public safety to do so. Given this, the Police and Crime Commissioner for North Yorkshire, Julia 

Mulligan, has taken the view that a review of the governance of the North Yorkshire Fire and 

Rescue Service and a benefits assessment of the options for change is necessary. 

A local business case has been prepared and is now published for public consultation. The 

consultation is your chance to tell us what you think about the benefits of change in North 

Yorkshire. The consultation runs from 17 July – 22 September 2017.  

You can view the local business case, all consultation materials, find further information and 

respond to the consultation survey at www.telljulia.com.  

Responses to the online survey must be received by 23:59 on Friday 22nd September. If you 

require assistance in completing the survey please call MEL Research on 0121 604 4664 or email 

northyorksfrsconsultation@melresearch.co.uk. 

Response forms and information leaflets are also available: 

• At local libraries, police stations, fire stations and council offices 

http://www.telljulia.com/
mailto:northyorksfrsconsultation@melresearch.co.uk
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• To download from www.telljulia.com  

Responses outside of the online survey can be submitted in the following ways: 

• by email: by completing the response form or writing an email and sending it to 

northyorksfrsconsultation@melresearch.co.uk  

• in writing: by completing the response form or writing a letter and posting it to: 

FREEPOST RTCL-AGAE-TRTS 
OPCC 
12 Granby Road 
Harrogate 
HG1 4ST 

All responses outside of the online survey must be received by 13:00 on Friday 22nd September to 

be accepted. 

Further information on the proposals can be requested by calling the OPCC on 01423 569562 or 

emailing info@northyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk. If you do not wish to be updated on further progress 

with this consultation please let us know using these contact details. 

We look forward to receiving your comments. 

Yours sincerely, 

Fraser Sampson 
Interim Chief Executive Officer to the Police and Crime Commissioner for North Yorkshire 

 

  

http://www.telljulia.com/
mailto:northyorksfrsconsultation@melresearch.co.uk
mailto:info@northyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
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Appendix C – Internal message to police and fire staff 
 

Working Better Together – collaboration between policing and fire in North Yorkshire  

Dear colleagues, 

As you may be aware, earlier this year I started to explore the options set out in the Policing and 

Crime Act 2017 regarding how fire and police services collaborate, and how they are overseen.  

A number of you have been involved in that process, from frontline firefighters and police officers 

to Chief Officers and heads of service, and I would like to thank you all for your ideas, thoughts 

and contributions.  

We have now completed the assessment process, supported by an external consultancy, and a 

business case has been developed setting out the various benefits of all the different options in 

front of us. Having considered these within the financial and operational context we find 

ourselves, I believe that the best path forward is to bring governance of the two services together 

under a single individual, replacing the Fire and Rescue Authority with a Commissioner in the same 

way the Police Authority was replaced in 2012. 

Let me be clear. This is not a merger – we are not moving to a single employer model. Fire officers 

would remain as fire officers, police officers as police officers. There would continue to be two 

distinct organisations, each with their own distinct roles, brands and budgets, and each with their 

own Chief Officer.  

But the evidence shows that by bringing governance together under a Police, Fire and Crime 

Commissioner we can speed up decision making and increase the pace and scale of collaboration. 

This would allow us to make savings that can be reinvested into frontline services to enhance 

public safety; protecting the vulnerable, reducing harm, and making our communities stronger and 

safer. 

Both services share the same goal in that respect – improved public safety – and share the values 

which brought you into public service in the first place. 

The next stage in this process is to consult fully and openly on these proposals, and from today a 

public consultation has been launched. This will run for ten weeks, until 22 September.  As part of 

this I really want to hear your views. I want to know what you think of the proposals, of the case 

for change that we have set out, and the benefits that we think can be achieved by helping the 

two services work better together, with each other and with wider partners.   

To make sure you are fully involved in this process there is a dedicated staff survey, where you can 

also find more information about my proposals. The survey is hosted by an independent research 

company and is completely anonymous, so please be open and honest with your views. 

I truly believe that by working better together we can make the public safer. If you have any 

questions that are not answered by the information on my website, please do not hesitate to 

contact me by emailing pcc@northyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk.  

Thank you in advance for taking part in this consultation. 

Julia  

https://www.snapsurveys.com/wh/s.asp?k=149985013015
mailto:pcc@northyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
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Appendix D – Consultation website    
The website hosted the consultation materials, detailed in Appendix E, for the public to gain a 

greater understanding around the governance of the Fire and Rescue Service, which included the 

full business case, a summary of the business case, the options to be considered, a video message 

from the PCC, a video explaining the options, and a frequently asked questions page.  

Example Images: 
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Appendix E – Consultation Materials  

Leaflet 
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Poster  
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Newsletter 
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Business Case Summary 

 

The case for change 

The strategic case for a change to the current model of governance of fire and rescue and police 

services in North Yorkshire is clear. Given the structure, size and budgets of the two organisations, 

and the shared challenges in demand and finances that they face, closer working is inevitable. 

• North Yorkshire is the largest county in England with diverse rural and urban communities 

and a growing, and ageing, population 

• Demand is changing with a growing focus on protecting vulnerable people 

• There are increasing strains on public finances and a national drive for efficiency in order to 

avoid cuts to frontline services 

However, while there has been some collaboration to date, this has been limited in ambition, has 

progressed slowly, and has been led tactically rather than having been strategically developed. 

• Examples include collaboration on estates, procurement, and vehicle servicing 

• One barrier has been issues of sovereignty over individual services 

There are considerable drivers for change, with evidence showing that more joined up governance 

accelerates collaboration. 

• Nationally, the Government is clear that change must happen 

• Locally, stakeholders all agree that collaboration does not happen fast enough and that 

change is needed 

• Research shows that the PCC model speeds up decision making and is more transparent 

and engaged with the public 

• Evidence shows that joining up governance can improve collaboration by simplifying 

decision making processes 

Local collaboration could and should go much deeper and faster. 

• To improve public safety the future governance model needs to be able to provide strong, 

cross-organisational leadership, improving service resilience and effectiveness by 

reinvesting savings into frontline services 

Options assessment 

To facilitate better collaboration and improve emergency services, the Policing and Crime Act 2017 

proposes three alternative options to the current model of governance for the Fire and Rescue 

Service. 

Taking into account the context and drivers set out above, the business case assesses these 

options to identify which option is most likely to achieve the greatest acceleration of the pace of 

collaboration, the greatest scale of ambition for collaboration, and the greatest degree of 

transparency and accountability. 
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Representation model 

The PCC is represented on a Fire and Rescue Authority (and its committees) in their police area 

with full voting rights, subject to the consent of the Fire and Rescue Authority. In North Yorkshire, 

this would see the PCC join NYFRA. 

The Representation model would bring tangible changes, with the PCC becoming the 17th voting 

member on the NYFRA and having a formal vote in the new Collaboration Committee. Whilst this 

model could contribute to delivering the priority opportunities identified and bring additional 

external scrutiny to fire matters, the option is unlikely to drive a significant change in the pace or 

scale of collaboration. As a governance model it would continue to require multiple decision-

making mechanisms and relies upon joint agreement of objectives and priorities. It would not 

therefore deliver significant savings, making it more difficult for police and fire to meet the 

financial and operational challenges set out in the Strategic Case. It is however low-risk and could 

be a stepping stone to more significant changes in the future. This model would not harm public 

safety, but it would not bring extensive improvements to public safety either. 

Governance model 

The PCC takes on legal and overarching responsibility for the provision of the fire and rescue 

service(s) in their area. Individual services retain their operational independence, budgets, their 

Chief fire Officer or Chief Constable, and their own staff. In North Yorkshire, this would see the 

PCC becoming the NYFRA. 

The Governance model would bring a material change. Based on the evidence set out in the 

Strategic Case, it would speed up the pace of collaboration within police and fire, and with other 

partners, due to simplified, aligned decision-making structures. It could make transformational 

change more likely, with a greater likelihood of enabling joint commissioning strategies, and cross-

organisational investment and resourcing decisions, bringing with it greater likelihood of achieving 

improvements to services for the public. It would bring more significant financial benefits that 

could be re-invested in frontline services. It would also enable the mechanisms used by the PCC to 

engage with the public to apply to fire, and increase scrutiny of fire and rescue matters. There will 

be some implementation costs and risks, but they are considered manageable. This model would 

not harm public safety, and could bring significant improvements in public safety. 

Single Employer model 

The PCC would become the NYFRA but, in addition, fire and rescue functions are delegated to a 

single Chief Officer for policing and fire. Within this model, the services remain distinct frontline 

services with separate budgets, albeit supported by increasingly integrated support services. 

The Single Employer model could bring greater benefits than the Governance model, through 

providing the means to achieve deeper integration of fire and police assets while maintaining 

operational separation. Joint management structures would create greater joined up operational 

practice, and could move the services from two organisations to a single community safety service 

in the future. It would bring significant savings that could be reinvested in frontline services. 

However, it also brings significant delivery and strategic risks. Therefore, while it could bring 

significant improvements to public safety, there is a risk that it would harm public safety if it 

results in disruption. 
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Preferred option 

Based on the assessment of the options, the preferred option is the Governance model. 

It is assessed that this model is most likely to achieve the greatest acceleration of the pace of 

collaboration, the greatest scale of ambition, and the greatest degree of transparency and 

accountability, bringing meaningful savings, whilst being deliverable and sufficiently mitigating 

against strategic and public safety risks. 

It is therefore most likely to deliver a transformative vision for collaboration against the context 

and drivers set out in the case for change. It is most likely to further enhance and improve public 

safety. 

Summary 

A summary of the analysis of the options is set out below. Details of the evidence behind the 

assessment is set out in the full business case. 

  

https://www.northyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk/content/uploads/2017/07/Comparison-table-full.png
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Videos 

Animated information video 
An animated video provided consultation 

information on the business case, setting 

out the options for change and the business 

case assessment. 

The animated video went live on the 

consultation website at 6am on 17 July 

2017. The video was also shown at the 

Public Events using an inflatable pod 

cinema. The video was available for the 

duration of the consultation. 

The video was available on 

www.telljulia.com and our YouTube channel 

https://youtu.be/YJIlAwBWJ2g. 

 

PCC videos 
A video set out the PCCs case for change 

and her view of the opportunities 

identified within the business case, in line 

with legislative and APACCE guidance. This 

longer video was also broken down into 

four shorter videos for ease of access. 

These videos went live on the consultation 

website at 6am on 17 July 2017. They were 

available for the duration of the 

consultation. 

These videos were available on the 

consultation website www.telljulia.com 

and on our YouTube channel: 

• Full collated video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=59IXXZi4vIU 

• Improving Community Safety: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=79-e2gL7DZ8 

• Sharing support services: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JnjPa2L-ks 

• Shared HQ: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pod8jRW0i9Q 

• Joint estate plan: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kmQgSR52lQw  

 

 

 

  

http://www.telljulia.com/
https://youtu.be/YJIlAwBWJ2g
http://www.telljulia.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=59IXXZi4vIU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=79-e2gL7DZ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JnjPa2L-ks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pod8jRW0i9Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kmQgSR52lQw
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Frequently asked questions 

A set of FAQs was provided on the consultation website to provide answers to common questions. 

This was updated as the consultation progressed and was informed by the questions that were being 

asked by the public during the public events. 

Is this a merger of the police and fire services? 

No.  The two organisations will remain entirely separate, with separate budgets. There will also be 

separate chief officers for each organisation, and distinct operational roles - Firefighters will 

continue to be firefighters and police officers will be police officers.   

A joined up governance structure, even though the organisations remain separate, will mean 

policing and fire services work much closer together, delivering better services more efficiently.  

Why does the Police and Crime Commissioner want to do this? 

The Commissioner feels that there is a lot to be gained from joining up the governance of policing 

and fire services, not least by ensuring the services work much better together.  By doing that, it will 

in turn improve the way we support the most vulnerable in society, saving money which can be put 

into frontline services to prevent harm, crime and anti-social behaviour earlier. 

Policing underwent a similar process in 2012, when Police and Crime Commissioners replaced Police 

Authorities.  Evidence undertaken nationally has indicated the new model of Commissioners has led 

to much better and faster decisions, and much better engagement with the public, significantly 

increasing transparency. In North Yorkshire, the Commissioner believes that by creating one 

decision making process for both services, we can speed up decision making and create one strategic 

vision for community safety in the county. 

What is ‘governance’? 

Governance is the term used to summarise an organisation’s oversight structure and decision-

making processes e.g. setting budgets, spending money, drawing up plans.  Governance will be 

different at different organisations, but often dictates how decisions are made and implemented, 

and the speed of the process.  Good governance leads to improved spending decisions, policies, 

practices and procedures, quality of service, leadership and conduct. 

Why isn’t the ambulance service included in this consultation if you are talking about emergency 

services? 

The Policing and Crime Act 2017 states that all emergency services, including the ambulance service, 

now have a legal duty to collaborate. 

However, the Act also gives Police and Crime Commissioners specific powers to apply to take on the 

governance of the fire service, and did not include the same power to take on the governance of an 

ambulance service.  So, whilst emergency service collaboration will always include ambulance, this 

particular consultation on governance is not able to include ambulance.  

How would this benefit me? 

You can read the business case at www.telljulia.com which sets out how, by bringing the governance 

of the two organisations together, new opportunities would emerge to shape how we can deliver 

community safety services on behalf of the public.  

http://www.telljulia.com/
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Where savings would be made, these can be reinvested in frontline services, directly benefiting the 

people of North Yorkshire.  Equally, by working closely with police, fire, health, social and other local 

authority services, we could improve the way we can work with vulnerable people, improve 

community safety, strengthen our communities, and prevent and reduce harm.   

Will fire stations close as a result?  Is this just a way to save money? 

No. Fire stations will not close as a direct consequence of this business case. The Commissioner has 

said though that she would look to combine police stations and fire stations where possible – 

meaning that where stations are already close to one another they could move in together.  This 

would of course save money, and should also lead to a better, more rounded emergency service 

response as a result.   If, in future, there were any plans to rationalise the fire service estate, this 

would be subject to a further business case which you would be able to have your say on. 

Will the Home Secretary read the responses residents submit? 

A summary of the response to this consultation will be included in the final business case submitted 

to the Home Secretary. 

When will the proposal be submitted to the Home Secretary? 

Once the consultation has finished, on 22nd September, the business case will be finalised following 

your feedback, and then the Commissioner will make her final decision on which model to put 

forward to the Home Secretary.  At the moment, we foresee the final business case being submitted 

to the Home Secretary before the end of October 2017. 

Will the change in governance impact my council tax? 

No. The police and fire council tax precepts will continue to be collected as they currently are. The 

precepts will also continue to be collected and managed separately, and neither can be used to fund 

the other service.  

If the Commissioner takes on the responsibility of the Fire Authority, she will also propose the fire 

precept and will consult on this every year, as she does with the policing precept. 

Are other Police and Crime Commissioners doing this? 

Yes.  More than ten Commissioners are looking at the different options available.  For example, 

Essex have already completed their consultation and presented their case to the Home Secretary 

whilst Northamptonshire, Staffordshire, West Mercia and Cambridgeshire are currently consulting 

their communities. Other PCCs considering this include Sussex, Hertfordshire and Gloucestershire. 

Where can I find detailed information about the three options? 

We have a dedicated section on the consultation website, www.telljulia.com, where we have 

published all information relevant to this consultation.  

Details of the legislation that allows for this process to take place can be found at 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2017/3/schedule/1/enacted.  

Where will I find the local business case sent to the Home Secretary? 

This will be published on the Commissioner’s website once the business case has been submitted. 

http://www.telljulia.com/
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2017/3/schedule/1/enacted
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Will police officers and fire officers take on each other’s duties? 

No. Their roles will remain distinct. Firefighters will continue to be firefighters and police officers 

will be police officers. The law says that full time police officers cannot be firefighters. 

Do the fire service and police service collaborate already, and if so how? 

Yes they do. A number of low-level operational initiatives have been undertaken together, and we 

also share some buildings. A full list of current collaboration can be found in the business case. 

Who are North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Authority? 

The Fire and Rescue Authority are the body who oversees the North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue 

Service. The 16 members of the Fire Authority are appointed from North Yorkshire County Council 

and the City of York Council. The number of members for each authority is determined by the size 

of the electoral representation within each authority.  

The Authority meets four times a year. 

Find out more about the North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Authority on their website. 

What happens once the Home Secretary receives the local case for North Yorkshire? 

There are two options here, depending on how well the business case is supported locally.  

Options 1 - If there is agreement about the business case amongst local tier one authorities (in North 

Yorkshire these are North Yorkshire County Council and City of York Council), the case is put before 

the Home Secretary. There is a process of review by the Home Office against the statutory tests to 

determine whether the proposal is in the interest of economy, efficiency, effectiveness or public 

safety, which recommends a decision to the Home Secretary. This takes 4 weeks. Once the Home 

Secretary has taken a decision, secondary legislation is laid before Parliament for approval. This 

takes 8-12 weeks. 

Option 2 - If there is not agreement amongst local tier one authorities, an independent assessment 

of the business case will be undertaken by an independent assessor appointed by the Home Office 

prior to the case being put before the Home Secretary. This process would take 8 weeks. Once the 

Home Secretary has taken a decision, secondary legislation is laid before Parliament for approval. 

This takes 8-12 weeks. 

Where will the savings go? 

Any savings will be used to make sure that police and fire services remain sustainable for the future, 

and will continue to be invested to make sure that they are providing the best possible service to 

the people of North Yorkshire.  

Will staff terms and conditions change? 

There will be no changes to staff terms and conditions as a direct result of this business case. Staff 

would be consulted regarding the transfer of their contracts from the current Fire Authority to the 

Police, Fire and Crime Commissioner if that were to happen.  

What happens if the business case is not approved by the Home Secretary? 

https://www.northyorksfire.gov.uk/about-us/who-we-are/fire-authority
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The Police and Crime Commissioner would consider the other available options, consider amending 

the business case or undertaking further work to improve the case for change.  

Where can I find the Policing and Crime Act 2017? 

Policing and Crime Act 2017 

Who would hold the Commissioner to account if she were to take on governance of the fire services? 

First and foremost it is the electorate who would still hold the Commissioner to account as they do 

for policing.  On policing matters, currently the Commissioner is scrutinised by the Police and Crime 

Panel. If these proposals go ahead, the Panel’s role would also be expanded to become the Police, 

Fire and Crime Panel. 

Will the PCC get paid any more for this? 

No. The PCC’s salary is fixed by Parliament and currently there are no plans to change the salary.  

Nor is the Commissioner seeking for a change to her pay if she were to become PFCC. 

Will the police service respond to fires and the fire service respond to crimes? 

No. The two services will retain distinct operational roles. Firefighters will continue to be firefighters 

and police officers will be police officers. The law says that full time police officers cannot be 

firefighters. 

Will the change in governance lead to redundancies? 

There will be no redundancies as a direct result of this business case, as this is only about who 

governs the service. Any future plans to improve the efficiency of the two organisations would be 

subject to a separate business case and consultations with staff that would look into whether there 

would be any redundancies, but it is too early to say at this point. There are many ways to do this 

as well, such as through retirements and staff leaving to new jobs, which would have to be 

considered. 

Isn’t the North Yorkshire Fire Authority more democratically accountable than a Police, Fire and 

Crime Commissioner? 

They are two different systems so aren’t very easy to compare: 

The Commissioner is directly elected by everyone in North Yorkshire and is a visible and well known 

position across the county.  For example, compared to the Police Authority which she replaced, the 

Commissioner is more recognised, more accessible and has specific roles in her team for dealing 

with members of the public, like her Caseworker.  As a result, the Commissioner can easily take into 

account the views of every part of North Yorkshire in her decisions, be they rural or urban, young or 

old. Evidence suggests that PCCs also use more modern methods of making themselves accountable 

to the public, providing greater transparency by publishing more documentation and being more 

accessible to the public. 

The North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Authority is made up of 16 elected Councillors, appointed to 

the Authority from North Yorkshire County Council and the City of York Council, and reflecting the 

political makeup of the overall numbers of elected councillors in the county and city.  These 

Councillors represent lots of smaller areas, but which taken together cover a large part of the 

county.  However, not every area is represented on the Authority and so not everyone has a voice.  

http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2015-16/policingandcrime.html
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Would there be an election to appoint the new Police, Fire and Crime Commissioner? 

No. The existing Police and Crime Commissioner would take on the new role of Police, Fire and Crime 

Commissioner.  The next election is in 2020, at which point the public would formally elect a Police, 

Fire and Crime Commissioner for the first time. 

Will savings made in one service be used to finance the other service? 

No. By law, the two organisations budgets and precepts will remain separate. Savings made in either 

service must be allocated back to that service’s budget. 

Will I still call 999 to reach the emergency services? 

Yes, the 999 number will remain unchanged. 

How long will it be before we see any changes and savings? 

The total savings set out in this business case will be made over the next 10 years, with the different 

options achieving those savings faster or slower depending on the option.   

All options should start to realise those savings in the first three years, but to differing levels. 

Why didn’t you merge HQs before you just bought a new one? 

The Commissioner approached the Fire and Rescue Authority at the time about the potential for a 

shared headquarters. There was initial interest which has recently been revisited. The lease on the 

current Fire and Rescue Service HQ comes up for renewal in 2021/22. 

Is there enough space in Alverton Court to accommodate the fire service staff from their 

headquarters? 

Yes. North Yorkshire Police is currently introducing a new ‘agile’ way of working, and by using new 

technologies, it enables people to work from home or different buildings, and at more flexible hours. 

Although this new system isn’t appropriate for all roles it does mean that we don’t need a desk for 

every member of staff which greatly reduces the space required for a motivated and efficient 

workforce. By managing where police teams are based, we would definitely be able to fit the Fire 

and Rescue Service team into the new building. 

Would this change mean a reduced presence or visibility from our police or fire services in our 

communities? 

No. There will be no change to police officer or firefighter numbers as a direct consequence of this 

business case, or a negative impact on their visibility.  In the business case it suggests it should be 

possible that, by sharing our buildings more effectively for example, both services can save money, 

and can therefore maintain their presence in communities and even reinvest in frontline services in 

the future. 

Would these changes mean a loss in local identity for our fire service? 

No. Fire and Police services would still exist as separate, distinct organisations. Their names, 

uniforms, roles and branding would not be affected. 

You’re not saving much money, so what is the point? 
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The point of this proposal is not just about saving money.  Money is a factor, but the proposals are 

more about providing the best possible service to the people of North Yorkshire. While the savings 

outlined in this business case are not huge they do reflect a number of ways we can become more 

efficient and reinvest money in our frontline services. Also the savings do mean that current cuts to 

firefighter numbers that the Fire Authority has approved could be reversed. 
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Appendix F – Media Coverage 

Press Release 

 

Media statement 

Date: EMBARGOED until July 17th, 2017 

Police and Crime Commissioner launches consultation on improving police and fire collaboration 

in North Yorkshire 

Julia Mulligan, North Yorkshire’s Police and Crime Commissioner, has launched a consultation 

proposing changes to the way the county’s fire service is overseen. 

Government and local stakeholders all agree that the way the police and fire services are currently 

governed is not driving collaboration fast enough, and that change is necessary.  

Residents can visit www.telljulia.com to have their say on the options. 

The move comes after a new legal duty for emergency services to collaborate was passed by 

Parliament, which enables Police and Crime Commissioners (PCCs) to apply to oversee the fire and 

rescue service as well as the police, taking on the role of their local Fire and Rescue Authority. 

By bringing the oversight of North Yorkshire Police and North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service 

together, collaboration between the two services will increase. This will improve the efficiency of 

both organisations, join up and enhance community safety, better support vulnerable people, 

improve transparency, and save money that can be reinvested into frontline services.   

In response to the new legislation, Julia has developed a vision of what could be achieved if both 

services were governed under the same body. She said: “I believe that there are some real 

opportunities to improve the service to the public, especially the most vulnerable, and at the same 

time save tax-payers’ money and bolster and protect our frontline services. 

“Let’s be clear, this is not a merger. The two services will remain separate—police officers and fire 

officers will still have their own distinct roles, and budgets will always be kept separate. But by 

bringing both organisations under the same governance, we can improve things for everyone. 

“Here in North Yorkshire, we have some good examples of working together where the police and 

fire services join up to prevent harm, helping to protect vulnerable people, and improve 

community safety. But just a few examples are not enough. There is much more that we could, 

and should, be doing. 

“One way to do this would be by re-investing money into our frontline services that we will save 

by sharing governance and working better together. For a start, I would explore the opportunities 

of a truly joint plan for sharing police and fire stations at more than 20 sites across the county 

where they are already close together, including our Headquarters.” 

North Yorkshire Police recently relocated its headquarters to Northallerton’s Alverton Court, a 

move that will save approximately £10 million compared to other proposals.  

http://www.telljulia.com/
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Julia added: “Bringing our fire and police headquarters together into one place could further save 

up to £250,000 of tax-payers’ money per year. It’s firefighters and police officers that save lives, 

not buildings. But sharing buildings isn’t just about saving money.  By bringing the two chief officer 

teams together, it would make it easier to develop a shared vision for a joint community safety 

plan for North Yorkshire, and oversight would be easier too, speeding up the scale and pace of 

change. 

“Change is something we must embrace. All our public services are facing financial pressures, so it 

is vital we pull together, pool our sovereignty and put the public first, who quite rightly expect us 

to seize every opportunity to protect frontline services.” 

Julia is encouraging people across the county to visit www.telljulia.com to contribute to the 10-

week public consultation. 

ENDS 

Editors notes:  

The Policing and Crime Act received Royal Assent in January 2017. It creates a new legal duty for 

emergency services to collaborate in a bid to provide a more efficient and effective service to the 

public. The Act also enables Police and Crime Commissioners (PCCs) to form part or all of the 

governance of their local fire and rescue service, either through sitting on the fire authority, or by 

replacing it, where a local case is made. 

Former Minister for Policing and Fire and Rescue Services, Brandon Lewis, said, “We need to be 

doing more to ensure collaboration can go further and faster and to not get trapped into saying 

‘we don’t do that around here’. 

“By overseeing both police and fire services, I am clear that PCCs can drive the pace of reform, 

maximize the benefits of collaboration and ensure best practice is shared. I expect the pace and 

ambition of collaboration to increase and for it to become the norm.” 

North Yorkshire’s PCC, Julia Mulligan, has taken the view that, given the possible operational 

benefits for public safety, such an assessment as made possible by the Policing and Crime Act is 

worth undertaking. A business case has been developed collaboratively, which is available through 

the consultation website, www.telljulia.com. As part of this process, a 10-week public consultation 

will take place from July 17 across North Yorkshire, which will allow the public and stakeholders to 

voice their opinion on the three options. These include: 

The Representation model: The PCC becomes the 17th full voting member of the North Yorkshire 

Fire and Rescue Authority subject to its consent, having a voice in how the Fire and Rescue Service 

is governed, and continues to govern North Yorkshire Police. 

The Governance model: The PCC replaces the North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Authority. The 

Commissioner would govern both fire and rescue and police services, while each organisation 

would retain their operational independence, separate Chief Officers, roles and identities. This is 

the preferred option in North Yorkshire. 

The Single Employer model: The PCC becomes the North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Authority as in 

option two, but a single Chief Officer is appointed to lead both services. The two service retain 

distinct frontline officer identities, but management roles might be joined up. 

http://www.telljulia.com/
http://www.telljulia.com/
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Once the consultation is complete, the business case will be reviewed in light of public feedback, 

before being submitted to the Home Secretary, setting out why the proposed changes would be in 

the interests of economy, efficiency, effectiveness or public safety. 

From July 17th you will be able to visit www.telljulia.com for further details on the consultation. 

 

Media Coverage 

The consultation was promoted widely via press releases and interviews with the PCC which all 

directed readers, viewers and listeners to the consultation website.  

Online and print news articles and features 
During the 10-week consultation, online and print articles were monitored. A total of 39 unique 

sources were published in the local media regarding the consultation, amounting to a total volume 

of 121 online and print articles. The total news reach amounted to 941,550 with a news value of 

£89,270.  

The below tables show data for the top 20 media sources the first table listing the number of articles 

per news outlet and the second outlining the reach of each news outlet’s coverage: 

Source name Volume 

The Press 8 

Yorkshire Post (Web) 7 

Yorkshire Post 7 

Darlington and Stockton Times 7 

Craven Herald And Pioneer 6 

Harrogate Advertiser (Web) 5 

Yorkshire Coast Radio (Web) 5 

York Press (Web) 5 

Northern Echo (Web) 5 

Craven Herald (Web) 5 

Stray Fm (Web) 5 

Harrogate News (Web) 4 

North Yorkshire Advertiser 4 

Darlington & Stockton Times (Web) 4 

Selby Times 3 

Wetherby News (Web) 3 

104.7 Minster Fm (Web) 3 

Keighley News 2 

Telegraph and Argus (Bradford) 2 

Yorkshire Post (North Yorks) 2 

Total 92 

 

 

 

http://www.telljulia.com/
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Source Name Article Reach 

Itv.Com (Web) 502,221 

Yorkshire Post (Web) 90,897 

Northern Echo (Web) 76,784 

Northern Echo (North Edition) 25,290 

Yorkshire Post 25,178 

Yorkshire Post (North Yorks) 25,178 

North Yorkshire Advertiser 19,283 

The Press 15,428 

Harrogate Advertiser (Web) 14,615 

Telegraph And Argus (Bradford) 13,951 

Darlington And Stockton Times 12,102 

Scarborough Evening News (Web) 11,153 

Keighley News (Web) 10,155 

Craven Herald And Pioneer 10,053 

Harrogate Advertiser Series 9,726 

Craven Herald (Web) 8,428 

Keighley News 8,169 

Darlington & Stockton Times (Web) 6,066 

Emergency Services Times 6,000 

Selby Times 5,765 

Total 896,442 

 

TV and Radio 
A BBC Look North news item reached 491,000. An ITV Calendar news interview reached 309,000. 

The PCC made five radio appearances across four stations. These stations record their average 

weekly audience which is: 

• Stray FM - 44,000 per week 

• Radio York - 82,000 per week (1 interview on Kay Crewdson’s Breakfast Show and 1 

hotseat interview with the FRA Chair and FBU Branch Secretary on Jonathan Cowap’s 

Show. These are the two most listened to Shows on weekdays.) 

• Yorkshire Coast Radio 49,000 per week 

• BBC Tyne Tees –  

 

Website visits 
The consultation website hosted the consultation materials and the online survey. 

Consultation website by page Views 

Working better together 3209 

Message from Julia 290 

Our Options 784 

The business case 464 

Supporting documents 172 

FAQs 316 

http://itv.com/
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V- Why are we doing this 20 

V - A joint estates plan 13 

V- A shared HQ 12 

V - Sharing support services 16 

V - improving community safety 16 

V - Our options 22 

Events 170 

Webchat 23 

 

Video coverage  
The consultation videos were made available on www.telljulia.com, via social media, YouTube and 

it was played in the inflatable video booth to members of the public at the consultation events. 

A second video, which was also split into five shorter films on specific topics, featured Julia 

explaining what collaboration opportunities could be achieved through joint governance. This was 

also promoted via social media and on the PCC’s website. 

PCC’s Videos YouTube views Facebook views 

Working Better Together – animated video  405 6,069 

The Opportunities of working together – 
compilation video 

56 3,092 

Short intro 23 - 

A shared HQ 36 - 

Sharing support services 27 - 

Improving community safety 20 - 

A joint estates plan 23 - 

  

http://www.telljulia.com/
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Appendix G – Social Media Coverage 
Coverage of the consultation extended across our social media platforms including Twitter, 

Facebook, Instagram, Google+ and LinkedIn. Examples from Twitter and Facebook are given below 

as the two main feeds used during the consultation. 

Twitter 

A variety of strategies were used to target our audiences on Twitter. Scheduled content was put in 

place for launch and regular reminder tweets were posted during the consultation period.  

Twitter activity reached approximately 507,688, with a total number of impressions of 

approximately 973,929. 

Example: Scheduled content for 17 July 2017 
07:45am      08:00 

  

08:30       09:00 
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09:30       10:30 

 
11:00       11.30 

  

 

Example: Update tweets 
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Facebook 

Facebook was used throughout the consultation period to provide updates and engage our 

followers. Below is a selection of posts. Facebook posts reached 22,380 people, resulting in 883 

clicks, and 253 reactions, comments and shares. 
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Executive Summary 

Background 
In January 2017, the Government introduced The Policing and Crime Act 2017 which enabled important changes 

to take place in regards to the governance of fire and rescue services. The act places a duty on police, fire and 

ambulance services to work together, whilst also enabling Police and Crime Commissioners to take on responsibility 

for fire and rescue services, where a local case is made. 

A full Local Business Case was developed to assess the case in North Yorkshire and the PCC believes that there is a 

case for a transfer of governance to the PCC. As such a public consultation is required to gather the views of the 

public and partners to contribute to the final LBC which will be submitted for consideration to the Home Office.  

The public consultation took place over a 10-week period (17th July 2017 to the 22nd September 2017). The 

consultation consulted on the three options for change. The primary method of consultation was an online survey.  

8 public events were also held which were across key market towns in the county, and 5 focus groups were held 

with key stakeholders from a range of organisations. In total, 2,587 survey responses were received, along with 18 

social media posts, 9 emails and 15 formal written responses. 

This section provides the key findings from the public consultation, with a full breakdown of results presented in 

the main section of the report.   

 

Key findings 

Preferred option 

Respondents were asked to state which of the three options for change was their preferred option. Around seven 

out of ten of all respondents (71%) are in favour of a transfer of governance (i.e. Governance or Single employer 

model), compared to the Representation model (29%). Over half (55%) are in favour of the Governance model. This 

is the most preferred model across each of the different surveys.  Support for the Governance model is higher 

amongst those who took part in the residents’ survey (61%), and lower for those who took part in the staff survey 

(41%). Results from the staff survey show that support for the Governance model (41%) and the Representation 

model (39%) were very close.   
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Table 1: Degree to which options are supported (results overall and by survey type) 

Option in business case 

Type of survey 

O
verall 

O
n

lin
e su

rvey         
(inc p

u
b

lic even
ts) 

R
esid

en
ts su

rvey 

Staff su
rvey 

Option 1: Representation model 29% 40% 22% 39% 

Option 2: Governance model 55% 48% 61% 41% 

Option 3: Single employer model 15% 12% 17% 20% 

 

Perceived benefits and impact of each option 

Respondents were asked to rate each option on a scale of 1 to 5, on the benefits that will be delivered by each 

option (where 1 is no benefit and 5 is a significant benefit). The mean score (average) for each option is shown in 

Table 2.   Results show that the Governance model receives the highest overall mean score (3.2). The mean score 

was highest for the Governance model for each of the different surveys, but was highest for the residents’ survey 

(3.4).   The mean score given by each survey type is also shown below, with the highest scores highlighted.  

Table 2 Mean score of perceived benefit delivered by each option (results overall and by survey type) 

Option in business case 

Type of survey 

O
verall 

O
n

lin
e su

rvey             
(inc p

u
b

lic even
ts) 

R
esid

en
ts su

rvey 

Staff su
rvey 

Option 1: Representation model 2.4 2.6 2.3 2.2 

Option 2: Governance model 3.2 3.0 3.4 2.7 

Option 3: Single employer model 2.3 2.1 2.5 2.1 

 

Respondents were then asked to rate the impact they feel implementing each option would have in North Yorkshire 

has on the duty to collaborate between emergency services in North Yorkshire. ‘No opinion/don’t know’ options 

are not shown in the table below, but have been included in the analysis. The overall results show that a much 

higher proportion of respondents feel the Governance model will have a positive impact (58%) compared to the 
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other two options. A higher proportion of respondents feel that the Single employer model will have the most 

negative impact (44%) than the other options. Respondents to the staff survey were equally split over whether the 

Governance model would have a positive impact or a negative impact (42% each). A slightly higher proportion of 

respondents across most survey types felt that the Representation model was likely to have no impact, as opposed 

to a positive or negative impact (with the exception of the online survey).  

The highest scores for each option by each survey type are highlighted in the table below.  

Table 3 Impact of each option on the duty to collaborate (results overall and by survey type) 

Option in 
business case 

Level of impact 

Type of survey 

O
verall 

O
n

lin
e su

rvey             
(inc p

u
b

lic even
ts) 

R
esid

en
ts su

rvey 

Staff su
rvey 

Option 1: 
Representation 

model 

Positive impact 28% 33% 25% 25% 

No impact 39% 29% 45% 36% 

Negative impact 21% 23% 19% 26% 

Option 2: 
Governance 

model 

Positive impact 58% 49% 65% 42% 

No impact 11% 7% 13% 6% 

Negative impact 25% 38% 15% 42% 

Option 3: Single 
employer model 

Positive impact 24% 21% 26% 18% 

No impact 19% 10% 26% 5% 

Negative impact 44% 57% 34% 62% 
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Introduction 

Background 
On 11 September 2015, the Government published a National Consultation paper ‘Enabling Closer Working’ 

seeking views on a range of proposals to increase joint working between the emergency services. The document 

said: 

“The government believes that greater joint working can strengthen the emergency services and deliver significant savings and 

benefit for the public. It has already invested over £70 million to help drive blue light collaboration programmes. Although there 

are many good examples locally of joint working between the emergency services, the overall picture remains patchy and much 

more can be done to improve taxpayer value for money and the service to communities.” 

Following the consultation process and an analysis of the responses, the Government introduced legislation - The 

Policing and Crime Act 2017 - which includes the provisions required to enable legislative changes to take place. 

The Act received Royal Assent on 31/01/2017. 

The PCC, Julia Mulligan, has taken the view that, given the possible operational benefits for public safety, an 

assessment as made possible by the Policing and Crime Act was worth undertaking. The PCC therefore appointed 

an independent organisation to assess whether or not a different model of governance would be beneficial, and if 

so which of the different governance options set out in the legislation would most effectively deliver these 

opportunities.  

The PCC instituted a governance and delivery structure to implement this process which was fully inclusive of Fire 

Authority, Fire and Rescue Service, Police and tier one local authorities to ensure a robust and collaborative process. 

A collaboration options assessment considered the current state of play, the ambition for collaboration and 

available opportunities through workshops, interviews and research. The assessment identified many 

opportunities around further and enhanced collaboration for both effectiveness and efficiency of services and for 

public safety.  

A full Local Business Case (LBC) was developed to assess the case in North Yorkshire and the PCC has decided that 

there is a case for a transfer of governance to the PCC. As such a public consultation was required to gather the 

views of the public and partners to contribute to the final LBC which will be submitted for consideration to the 

Home Office. This public consultation must follow a robust process in line with best practice and legal requirements 

for local government consultations. It must gather views not only from the public, but from a range of local 

stakeholders, partners and government and professional bodies.  
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Public consultation 

The public consultation took place over a 10-week period (17th July 2017 to the 22nd September 2017). The 

consultation aims to consult on the three options for change set out in the Business Case and, while the PCC has 

suggested moving to the Governance model, the PCC should consider the amendment of the preferred option or 

elements of the business case based on the response.  

The consultation welcomed responses from anyone living and working in North Yorkshire, including the public and 

residents, MP’s, Councillors/representatives from Local Authorities, Town and Parish councils, staff across the 

police and fire and rescue services and their Unions and Employee representatives. It also engaged with other Public 

Sector Agencies and the Community and Voluntary Sector. The consultation asked respondents to consider a 

number of options for the future governance of the Fire and Rescue Service, along with the opportunity to provide 

more detailed feedback.   

The consultation was promoted widely via press releases and interviews with the PCC. A dedicated webpage was 

set up and hosted on the PCC’s website (https://www.northyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk/workingbettertogether )  which 

held a number of key documents for the public to gain a greater understanding around the governance of the Fire 

and Rescue Service, which included the full business case, a summary of the business case, the options to be 

considered, a message from the PCC, a video explaining the options, a frequently asked questions document and 

other literature including posters and flyers.  

The primary method of consultation was an online survey, although paper copies of the survey and a telephone 

helpline were also provided for people to respond. The PCC left leaflets in key public places which allowed 

respondents to record their feedback. A dedicated email address was provided for any queries and written 

responses to be sent to.   

8 public events were held which were across key market towns in the county on market days or weekends, manned 

by OPCC staff. A video pod was taken to each of the events, which allowed people to watch the video about the 

consultation. A researcher from M·E·L Research was also present at each of the events to help interested parties 

take part in the consultation.  

Wednesday 26th July Northallerton 

Thursday 27th July  Harrogate 

Friday 4th August  Scarborough 

Saturday 5th August  Malton 

Monday 7th August  Selby 

Tuesday 8th August  Richmond 

Monday 14th August  Skipton 

Tuesday 15th August  York

https://www.northyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk/workingbettertogether
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In addition, 5 focus groups were held with key stakeholder groups to explore the options and gather more detailed 

feedback on their views to feed into the consultation. These were facilitated by M·E·L Research and the key 

headlines are included in the report.  

The PCC promoted and sent out all correspondence to the relevant stakeholders, including subsequent reminders.  

A survey was also undertaken with residents, which is representative by local authority area, gender, age and 

ethnicity. 

A breakdown of the number of responses by the different groups is provided below: 

Table4: Breakdown of respondents to the consultation survey 

Survey type No of 
respondents 

Online survey 605 

Residents survey 1,514 

Public events 261 

Staff surveys 207 

TOTAL 2,587 

In addition, 18 social media posts on the PCC’s Facebook page, along with 9 emails and 15 formal written responses 

were received which have been analysed and included in Appendix B. 

 

Governance options 

The consultation focused on the degree to which respondents felt there is a benefit from each of the options (on a 

scale of 1 to 5, where 1 in no benefit and 5 is a significant benefit), along with the likely impact respondents felt the 

different options would have in North Yorkshire. Respondents were given the different governance options that 

could be considered, along with detailed documentation that they could access to provide them with greater insight 

into the background to the consultation, the business case prepared by independent consultants and the different 

options and what each of those means. The different options presented in the consultation are:  

Option 1: Representation model 

The Police and Crime Commissioner is represented on a Fire and Rescue Authority (and its committees) in their 

police area with full voting rights, subject to the consent of the Fire and Rescue Authority. In North Yorkshire, this 

would see the Police and Crime Commissioner join North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Authority. 
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Option 2: Governance model 

The Police and Crime Commissioner takes on legal and overarching responsibility for the provision of the fire and 

rescue service in their area. Services remain separate, with their own budgets and their chief fire officer or chief 

constable. In North Yorkshire, this would see the Police and Crime Commissioner becoming the North Yorkshire 

Fire and Rescue Authority. 

Option 3: Single employer model 

The Police and Crime Commissioner would become the North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Authority but, in addition, 

fire and rescue functions are delegated to a single chief officer for policing and fire. Within this model, the services 

remain distinct front line services with separate budgets, albeit supported by increasingly integrated support 

services. 

 

Reporting conventions 

Owing to the rounding of numbers, percentages displayed visually on graphs or charts in the report may not always 

add up to 100% and may differ slightly when compared with the text. The figures provided in the text should always 

be used. For some questions, respondents could give more than one response (multi choice). For these questions, 

the percentage for each response is calculated as a percentage of the total number of respondents and therefore 

percentages do not add up to 100%.  

The consultation findings have been analysed overall, combining results by the different methods of consultation 

(online and public events combined and residents’ survey and staff survey), and by demographics (local authority 

area lived in, age, gender and ethnicity).  

Results are highlighted by exception where the response is statistically significant and where the base size is over 

50. 
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Results 
This section of the report presents the results from the consultation analysed by survey type and demographics. 

Results are highlighted by exception where the response is statistically significant and where the base size is over 

50. 

Supported model of governance for the Police and Fire and Rescue 
Service in North Yorkshire 

Around seven out of ten of all respondents (71%) are in favour of a transfer of governance (i.e. Governance or Single 

employer model), compared to the Representation model (29%). Overall, over half (55%) of respondents prefer the 

Governance Model. Around three out of ten (29%) prefer the Representation model, whilst around 15% prefer the 

Single employer model. 

Figure 1: Supported option (results by overall responses to consultation and broken down by survey type) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Results by survey type 

When we look at the different surveys undertaken for the consultation, we can see that all picked option 2, the 

Governance model, as their preferred option. The highest level of support for this option was given by respondents 

to the residents survey (61% compared to 55% overall). 

When looking at responses to the staff survey, there was a fairly even split between those who chose the 

Representation model (39%) and the Governance model (41%).  We can see that there is a difference when 

comparing police employees and fire & rescue employees. Police employees preferred the Representation model 

(48% compared to 27% for fire & rescue,) whereas fire & rescue employees preferred the Governance model (59% 

compared to 27% for police staff). 

29%
40%

22%

39%

55%
48%

61%
41%

15% 12% 17% 20%

OVERALL (2572) Online (inc. public
events) (850)

Resident survey (1514) Staff survey (208)

Option 1: Representation Model Option 2: Governance Model Option 3: Single Employer Model
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 Figure 2: Supported option (results by employee type) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Results by demographics 

Profiling information was gathered during the consultation. Differences are only reported below where they are 

statistically significant and where the base size is over 50. 

AGE: Respondents aged under 35 were less likely to prefer option 1, the Representation model (17% average), 

compared to respondents aged 35 and over (32% average). In contrast, a higher proportion of respondents aged 

under 35 preferred option 2 (Governance model) compared to those aged 35 and over (69% average compared to 

52% average). A higher proportion of respondents aged 35-44 preferred the single employer model (option 3) 

compared to those aged 16-24 (19% compared to 12%). 

GENDER: Male respondents were more likely to prefer the Representation model compared to female 

respondents, with a third of males doing so (32%) compared to a quarter of female respondents (24%). The 

opposite was true for option 2, as female respondents were more likely to say they preferred this option (61%) 

compared to male respondents (51%). 

WORK STATUS: When analysing responses by working status, full-time students were more likely to prefer option 

2 (77%) compared to all other groups (58% average). 

MARITAL STATUS: Married respondents (30%) and those whose marital status falls under ‘other’ (34%) were more 

likely to choose the Representation model compared to respondents in a civil partnership (20%) and those who are 

single (22%).   

Charts are only shown below where there are statistically significant differences within demographic groups. 

 

 
 
 

Figure 3: Supported option (results by demographics) 

Age 

48%

27%

27%

59%

25%

14%

Police employees (107)

Fire & rescue employees (93)

Option 1: Representation Model Option 2: Governance Model Option 3: Single Employer Model

17%

16%

29%

72%

66%

53%

12%

18%

19%

16-24 (214)

25-34 (275)

35-44 (413)

45-54 (471)
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Gender 

 

 

Employment status 

 

 

 

 

 

Marital status 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The next section of the report looks at each option in order of preference.   

 
 

Option 2: Governance model responses 

Option 2: Governance model is the most popular of the three governance models presented within the 

consultation. This section looks at responses to the questions around the Governance model. 

32%

24%

51%

61%

17%

15%

Male (1294)

Female (1107)

28%

28%

22%

22%

33%

14%

55%

57%

57%

61%

53%

77%

17%

15%

22%

17%

14%

9%

Employed (full or part time) (1223)

Self-employed (151)

Out of work  (87)

Looking after the home or family (87)

Retired (687)

Full time student (100)

30%

20%

25%

22%

28%

34%

52%

65%

54%

64%

61%

57%

17%

16%

22%

14%

11%

9%

Married (1371)

Civil Partnership (184)

Divorced (106)

Single (479)

Widowed (132)

Other (79)

Option 1: Representation Model Option 2: Governance Model Option 3: Single Employer Model
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Benefits delivered by Governance model 

The first question in the section was around the perceived benefits that would be delivered by the option, rating it 

on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is no benefit and 5 is a significant benefit. Taking all responses into account, the most 

common rating given for the Governance model is 4 (31%), followed by 1 (25%). The mean score for the Governance 

model is 3.2, which we can take to mean that the option delivers some benefits. 

Figure 4: Benefit of Governance model (results by overall responses to consultation and broken down by survey type) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Mean score of benefit of Governance model (results by overall responses to consultation and broken down by survey type)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Results by survey type 

When we look at results from the different surveys, we can see that respondents to the staff survey are less satisfied 

with the Governance model, with 39% rating it as a 4 or 5. The mean score for staff is the lowest out of the three 

groups, at 2.7 compared to 3.2 overall for the Governance model. Respondents to the residents survey are more 
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23%
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20%
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positive, with 59% rating this model as a 4 or 5 in terms of benefit. The mean score for residents was also the highest 

for this model, at 3.4.  

When we look at respondents to the staff survey, police employees are more likely to say that the Governance 

model has no benefit (57%) compared to respondents to the fire and rescue employees (20%). In contrast, the 

latter are more likely to say that the Governance model brings significant benefit (39%) compared to police staff 

(10%).  

Figure 6: Benefit of Governance model (results by employee type) 

 

 

 

Results by demographics 

Profiling information was gathered during the consultation. We can see the following differences.  

AGE: When analysing this question by age, we can see that younger respondents are more likely to rate the 

Governance model as a 4 compared to lower ratings such as 1 or 2. For example, those aged 16-34 are less likely to 

say that the Governance model will bring no benefit (14% average) compared to older respondents aged 35+ (27% 

average). Those aged 16-34 are more likely to have answered 4 for this question (41% average) compared to those 

aged 35+ (31% average).  

GENDER: Male respondents are more likely to say that the Governance model will have no benefit (28%) compared 

to female respondents (19%). In contrast, more female respondents rated this model as a 4 in terms of benefit 

(36%) compared to male respondents (29%).  

ETHNICITY: White respondents are more likely to rate this as a 2 in terms of benefit (7%) compared to non-white 

respondents (2%). 

WORK STATUS: Those who are full-time students (9%), who are out of work (12%) and looking after the home or 

family (13%) are less likely to say that the Governance model has no benefit compared to those who are employed 

(24%) and retired (29%). In addition, those who are looking after the home or family (13%) are less likely to choose 

‘no benefit’ for this question compared to those who are self-employed (25%). Full-time students are less likely to 

choose ‘no benefit’ (9%) compared to those who are self-employed (25%) and unable to work/long term sick (25%). 

Out of work respondents are more likely to say that the Governance model will have a benefit of 3 (27%) compared 

to those who are employed (15%), self-employed (12%) and retired (12%). Almost half (47%) of full-time students 

57%

20%
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answered a 4 for this question compared to employed (31%), self-employed (31%), out of work (27%) and retired 

(32%) respondents. 

MARITAL STATUS: 15% of respondents who are in a civil partnership and 19% who are single said that the 

Governance model has no benefit, compared to respondents who are married (26%). Respondents who said their 

marital status was ‘other’ (23%) were less likely to rate the Governance model as a 4 compared to those who are 

in a civil partnership (37%) or are single (38%). In addition, single respondents (38%) were more likely to rate the 

Governance model as 4 compared to married respondents (32%). 

RELIGION: Almost half (46%) of respondents who categorise their religious beliefs as ‘other religion’ (i.e. other than 

the major world religions) say that the Governance model has no benefit, compared to Christian respondents (22%) 

and those with no religious belief (24%).  

Charts are only shown below where there are statistically significant differences within demographic groups. 
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Figure 7: Benefit of Governance model (results by demographics) 
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Impact of Governance model 

Respondents were then asked to rate the impact they felt the Governance model would have if it was introduced 

in North Yorkshire. Taking all responses into account, 58% felt the Governance model would have a positive impact, 

whilst a quarter (25%) felt it would have a negative impact. One tenth (11%) felt it would have no impact. 

Figure 8: Impact of Governance model (results by overall responses to consultation and broken down by survey type) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Results by survey type 

When we look at results from the different surveys, we can see that respondents to the residents’ survey were 

more likely than all other groups to say that introducing the Governance model would have a positive impact (65%). 

Two-fifths (42%) of staff said this model would have a negative impact, which is similar to the result for the online 

survey (38%).   

For respondents to the staff survey, fire and rescue employees are much more likely to say that the Governance 

model will have a positive impact than police employees (63% compared to 25% respectively). Conversely, police 

employees are more likely to say the Governance model will have a negative impact (57%), compared to fire and 

rescue employees (25%). 

Figure 9: Impact of Governance model impact (results by employee type) 
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Results by demographics 

Profiling information was gathered during the consultation. We can see the following differences. 

AGE: When looking at this question by age, those who are aged 16-34 are more likely to say that the Governance 

model will have a positive impact (71% average) compared to those who are 35+ (55% average). Conversely, this 

younger group are less likely to say that the Governance model will have a negative impact (12% average) compared 

to those aged 35+ (26% average). 

GENDER: Female respondents are more likely to say that the Governance model will have a positive impact (63%) 

compared to male respondents (55%). In contrast, males are more likely to say it will have a negative impact (26% 

compared to 19% for females). 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS: When analysing this question by employment status, we can see that full-time students 

are more likely to say that the Governance model will have a positive impact, with seven out of ten doing so (72%) 

compared to those who are retired (54%), self-employed (58%) and employed (60%). Those who are looking after 

the home or family are also more likely to say that this model will have a positive impact (71%) compared to retired 

respondents (54%). Those who are looking after the home or family (9%) and who are full-time students (7%) are 

less likely to say that the impact of this option is negative compared to roughly one-quarter (25% average) of 

employed, self-employed and retired respondents. 

MARITAL STATUS: In terms of marital status, respondents who are in a civil partnership (68%) or single (65%) are 

more likely to say that the Governance model will have a positive impact compared to those who are married (57%) 

or have put their marital status as ‘other’ (51%). Those in civil partnerships are also more likely to do so (68%) 

compared to divorced respondents (57%). 

RELIGION: Respondents who preferred not to state their religious beliefs (65%) were more likely than Christian 

respondents (62%), those with no religion (58%) and those who categorise their religion as other (38%), to say that 

this model would have a positive impact. This latter group is more likely to say that the Governance model will have 

a negative impact, at over two-fifths (41%) compared to Christian respondents (21%), those with no religion (22%) 

and those who prefer not to say (12%).   

HEALTH ISSUES: Respondents who don’t have a health problem are more likely to say that the Governance model 

will have a positive impact (61%) compared to those who are limited a lot by a health condition (50%). This latter 

groups are more likely to say that the model will have no impact (18%) compared to those without a health problem 

(11%). 

Charts are only shown below where there are statistically significant differences within demographic groups. 

Figure 10: Impact of Governance model impact (results by demographics) 
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Comments on Governance model 

Respondents were given the option to provide any comments they wish to add on the Governance model. After 

removing comments that were not directly relating to this option, the analysis shows that the most frequent 

comments were that the Governance model is a ‘good idea in general (216 comments), This is followed by 142 

comments that it is a ‘better option than the others’ and 133 that it is ‘good to join up services/better 

communication’.  A breakdown of the themes is provided below, followed by some quotes to illustrate the top 

three themes. Themes where there were fewer than 10 comments have been included under ‘Other’. 

Figure 11: Comments on Governance model 
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Verbatim comments on top three themes  

Table5: Top three themes for Governance model, with example comments 

Theme Example comments 

Good idea in general “This option gives the PCC real power and influence and there is a good chance that 

significant change and improvement can be achieved. Risks are also manageable”. 

“If this initiative is to go ahead then to my mind this is the model that should be followed.  

It appears to have the least chance of becoming tainted by politics and would hopefully 

make it easier for the Police Service and the Fire Service to co-operate like sensible grown 

up people.    

“The PCC is doing BA good job with police so I don't see why this can't work with fire 

service too”. 

“The table in this business case looks more balanced as compare to others”. 

Better option than others “All the scales in the tables show that it is beneficial to every category”. 

“This option is better than option one, the issue I have is not knowing the cost to 

implement option 2 and 3. Even though option two is implemented quicker, it does not 

mean it is the best value for money if the effectiveness is low, option 3 had higher 

effectiveness”. 

“Best option in terms of cutting through red tape”. 

Good to join up 

services/better 

communication 

“Although collaboration is welcome, I believe the Fire and rescue service need to retain 

their specialism and independence”. 

“At least here you have both services putting forward their opinion and they can discuss 

the important issues and come to an agreement”. 

“Streamlines the administrative functions of leading both organisations whilst retaining 

the specialist knowledge of both chief officers.”. 

“The PCC will have a position to take quick and rapid decisions, easy to collaborate and 

savings also”. 
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Option 1: Representation model 

Option 1: Representation model is the second most supported of the three models presented within the 

consultation. This section looks at responses to the questions around the Representation model. 

Benefits delivered by the Representation model 

The first question in the section was around the perceived benefits that would be delivered by the option, rating it 

on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is no benefit and 5 is a significant benefit. Taking all responses into account, the most 

common rating given for the  Representation model is a 1 (33%), followed by 2 (26%). The mean score for the 

Representation model is 2.4, which we can take to mean that it delivers little benefit.  

Figure 12: Benefit of Representation model (results by overall responses to consultation and broken down by survey type)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Mean score of benefit of Representation model (results by overall responses to consultation and broken down by survey type) 
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Results by survey type 

When we look at results by type of survey, we can see that respondents to the online survey are more positive 

about the Representation model than any other group, with 27% rating it as either a 4 or 5 and with a mean score 

of 2.6. Respondents to the residents survey are more negative with 16% rating it as a 4 or 5, with a mean score of 

2.3. Respondents to the staff survey have a similar mean score of 2.2., but a higher level of satisfaction with this 

option, as a quarter (23%) rated it a 4 or 5.  

Results by demographics 

Profiling information was gathered during the consultation. We can see the following differences.  

AGE: Respondents aged 16-34 were less likely to give an ‘extreme’ answer for this question e.g. were less likely to 

choose a 1 or a 5. For example, they were less likely to rate the benefit of this option as 5 (6% average) compared 

to respondents aged 55+ (11% average). Additionally those aged 16-24 were less likely to choose 1 for the 

Representation model at one-quarter (26% average) compared to one-third (36% average) for those aged 25-54. 

Respondents aged 16-24 were more likely to choose 3 for this model compared to almost all other age groups 

(excluding 75+) (29% compared to 21% average respectively).  

GENDER: We can see that male respondents are more polarised about the Representation model, as they are 

significantly more likely to choose both 1 (37% compared to 28%) and 5 (10% compared to 8%) for this option in 

contrast to females. 

ETHNICITY: Non-white respondents are more likely to say that there is no benefit of the Representation model 

(45% chose 1) compared to white respondents (32%).  

WORKING STATUS: Full-time students were less likely to support this option, as almost none said that the 

introduction of the Representation model would have a significant benefit (1%). This contrasts to those who are 

employed, self-employed, out of work and retired, where around one out of ten indicated that it would have a 

significant benefit (9%-12%).  

MARITAL STATUS: Married respondents are significantly more likely to say that the Representation model has no 

benefit, at one-third (34%) compared to one-quarter (26%) of widowed respondents. Respondents in civil 

partnerships are less likely to say this model has significant benefit (4%) compared to those who gave their marital 

status as ‘other’ (13%).   

Charts are only shown below where there are statistically significant differences within demographic groups. 
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Figure 14: Benefit of Representation model (results by demographics) 
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Impact of Representation model 

Respondents were then asked to rate the impact they feel the Representation model would have if it was 

introduced in North Yorkshire. Taking all responses into account, around two-fifths (39%) felt it would have no 

impact, three out of ten (28%) felt it would have a positive impact and a fifth (21%) felt it would have a negative 

impact.  

Figure 15: Impact of Representation model (results by overall responses to consultation and broken down by survey type) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Results by survey type 

We can see that differences between the survey types are due to a larger proportion of respondents to the 

residents survey choosing ‘no impact’ for this question, at 45% compared to 29% (online survey) and 36% (staff 

survey) for the remaining groups. A third (33%) of respondents to the online survey said the Representation model 

would have a positive impact, compared to one-quarter for the residents and staff survey (both 25%). A further 

quarter (26%) of respondents to the staff survey said the Representation model would have a negative impact, 

which is the largest proportion out of all the respondents groups.  

For the staff survey, police employees were significantly more likely to say that the impact of the Representation 

model will be negative, at a third (33%) compared to a fifth (19%) of fire and rescue employees. 
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Figure 16: Impact of Representation model (results by employee type) 

 

 

 

Results by demographics 

AGE: When analysing these results by age, we can see that respondents aged 65-74 (30%) were more likely to say 

that this option would have a positive impact compared to respondents aged 25-34 (22%). Younger respondents 

(aged 16-24) were more likely to say that this option would have no impact (44%) compared to those aged 65-74 

(35%). In comparison, younger respondents were less likely to say this option would have a negative impact (15%) 

compared to those aged 55-64 (24%). Those aged 75+ were more likely to choose ‘don’t know’ (18%) for this option, 

compared to one out of ten (11%) for 45-64 year olds.  

GENDER: Female respondents were more likely to choose ‘don’t know’ for this question (16%) compared to male 

respondents (11%). In contrast, male respondents were more likely to say this option would have a negative impact 

(22%) compared to female respondents (18%).  

WORKING STATUS: Almost half (48%) of full-time students said that introducing the Representation model would 

have no impact, compared to one-third (36%) of retired respondents. Respondents who are out of work were more 

likely to choose ‘don’t know’ for this question (20%) compared to self-employed respondents (9%). Retired 

respondents (15%) are more likely to choose ‘don’t know’ for this question compared to employed respondents 

(11%). 

SEXUAL ORIENTATION: Respondents who identify as bisexual and heterosexual were more likely to report that 

introducing the Representation model would be positive (43% and 27% respectively) compared to those who said 

‘prefer not to say’ for this question (13%). 

MARITAL STATUS: Married respondents were more likely to say that this option would have a positive impact (28%) 

compared to those in a civil partnership (20%). Respondents who are single were less likely to say that introducing 

the Representation model would have a negative impact (16%) compared to those who are married (21%), in a civil 

partnership (26%) and ‘other’ (25%). Respondents with a marital status of ‘other’ were less likely to choose no 

impact for this question (27%) compared to respondents who are married, in a civil partnership or single (40-45%). 

Around one out of ten (9-11%) of those in a civil partnership and who are married chose ‘don’t know’ for this 

question, compared to around one-fifth (20% average) for single, widowed and ‘other’ respondents.  

Charts are only shown below where there are statistically significant differences within demographic groups. 
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Figure 17: Impact of Representation model (results by demographics) 
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Comments on Representation model 

Respondents were given the option to provide any comments they wish to add on the Representation model. After 

removing comments that were not directly relating to this option, the analysis shows that the most frequent 

comments were around the model not ‘making much or any  difference/benefits/ change’ (237 comments). This 

was followed by the model will result in ’too much bureaucracy/more difficult to make decisions’ (168 comments), 

whilst conversely 135 comments were around the model being ‘more democratic/giving a vote to the PCC’. A 

breakdown of the themes is provided below, followed by some quotes to illustrate the top three themes.  

Figure 18: Comments on Representation model 
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Verbatim comments on top three themes  

Table 6: Top three themes for Representation model, with example comments 

Theme Example comments 

Model won’t make a 
difference/no change/no 
benefits 

 

“With only one vote the PCC can't have much influence so no benefit for this change”. 

“I can't see how this would save any time or money, or make the services more efficient in 

any way. However, this model would mean more understanding at board level of one 

another's service which I support. I don't think the two services are natural bed-fellows and I 

do not support any fuller integration”. 

Too much 
bureaucracy/more difficult 
to make decisions 

 

“16 decision makers at the top of any organisation really makes the process time 

consuming, costly and slow to react”. 

“It has all the potential to become steeped in political wrangling and turf wars”. 

“Meeting quarterly or less frequently may not be as beneficial”. 

“Most members of the FA have no understanding whatsoever of how the Fire Service 

functions. If the PCC joined the FA - just another FA member”. 

More democratic and will 
allow the PCC to have an 
influence/ understand 
more about the F&RS 

 

“All members will be able to have a say how things can improve and compare things in their 

own areas”. 

“Allow the opportunity for the pic to be more aware of FRS activity but limited scope to 

influence”. 

“It's the best option available to the public so there is not a single person in charge of the 

top end strategic decisions. Being a member of the committee also negates the chance of 

politics being an influence in decision making”. 
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Option 3: Single employer model responses 

This section looks at responses to the questions around Option 3: Single employer model, the least favoured option 

of the three models (15% prefer). 

Benefits delivered by Single employer model 

The first question in the section was around the perceived benefits that would be delivered by the option, rating it 

on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is no benefit and 5 is a significant benefit. Taking all responses into account, the most 

common rating given for the Single employer model is a 1 (41%),  followed by 3 (22%). The mean score for the 

Single employer model is 2.3, which we can take to mean that it delivers little benefit.   

Figure 19: Benefit of Single employer Governance model (results by overall responses to consultation and broken down by survey type) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20: Mean score of benefit of Single employer model (results by overall responses to consultation and broken down by survey type) 
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Results by survey type 

When we look at the different surveys, we can see that the proportion that chose 4 or 5 is consistent across the 

groups (18-22%). However, over half of those who responded to the online survey and staff survey (both 54%) said 

that this option has no benefit, compared to a third (32%) of those who took part in the residents’ survey. Around 

a quarter (27%) of respondents to the residents’ survey chose 3 for this question, compared to 13% for the staff 

survey and 15% for the online survey. The mean score for residents is 2.5, higher than responses to the online and 

staff survey (2.1 for both). 

Results by demographics 

AGE: Respondents aged 16-24 were less likely to say that the single employer model would have no benefit, at one-

fifth (22%) compared to two-fifths (41%) average for respondents aged 25 and over. Instead, 16-24 year olds were 

more likely to choose 3 for this at one-third (36%) compared to an average of one-fifth (21%).  

GENDER: Male respondents were more likely to choose 1 (no benefit) for this question (43%) compared to female 

respondents (35%). In contrast, females were more likely to choose 2 (20% compared to 15%) and 3 (24% compared 

to 20%) for this question. 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS: Employed (40%) and self-employed (36%) respondents were more likely to say this option 

has no benefit compared to those who are looking for work (22%) and full-time students (18%). Additionally, those 

who are unable to work (38%) and retired (45%) are more likely to say that there is no benefit of this option 

compared to full-time students (18%). Retired respondents are more likely to say that this option has no benefit 

(45%) compared to those who are out of work (30%) and looking for work (22%).  

MARITAL STATUS: Married respondents are more likely to say that the single employer model would have no 

benefit (42%) compared to approximately one-third for respondents in civil partnership (31%) and single 

respondents (32%). Divorced respondents are less likely to choose 3 for this question (10%) compared to any other 

marital status (24% average). 

RELIGION: Those who gave ‘other’ as their religious belief (i.e. other than the main world religions) were more likely 

to say that the single employer model has no benefit (53%) compared to Christian respondents (37%) and those 

who have no religion (39%).  

HEALTH CONDITION: Respondents who are not limited by a health condition*5are more likely to choose 3 in terms 

of benefit for this question (24%) compared to respondents who are limited a lot (18%) and limited a little (14%).  

                                                      
 *Respondents were asked: are you or any household members’ day to day activities limited because of a health problem which has lasted, or 

is expected to last, at least 12 months. 
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Charts are only shown below where there are statistically significant differences within demographic groups. 

Figure 21: Benefit of Single employer model (results by demographics) 
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Impact of Single employer model 

Respondents were then asked to rate the impact they feel the Single employer model would have if it was 

introduced in North Yorkshire. Taking all responses into account, just over two fifths (44%) feel it will have a negative 

impact, and a quarter (24%) feel it will have a positive impact. A fifth (19%) feel it will have no impact. 

Figure 22: Impact of Single employer model (results by overall responses to consultation and broken down by survey type) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Results by survey type 

When we look at the different surveys, we can see that a higher proportion of staff feel this model would have a 

negative impact (62%). This compares to a third (34%) of respondents to the residents survey. In contrast, a quarter 

of respondents to the residents survey said that the single employer model would have a positive impact and a 

further quarter that it would have no impact (both 26%). Fire and rescue staff were more likely to say that they 

‘don’t know’ when asked what impact the single employer model would have if it was introduced (22% compared 

to 9% of police staff respondents). 

 

Figure 23: Impact of Single employer model (results by employee type) 
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Results by demographics 

AGE: Respondents aged 35-44 were more likely to say that the single employer model would have a positive impact, 

at one-third (27%) compared to an average of one-quarter for those aged 16-24, and 45-74 (both 23%) . Those aged 

35-44 were also more likely to say that this model is positive at one-quarter (27%) compared to one-fifth (20% 

average) for those aged 55-74. 

Older respondents, aged 35-74 were more likely to say that this option would have a negative impact (47% average) 

compared to younger respondents, aged 16-34 (32% average). 45-74 year old respondents are also more likely to 

choose ‘negative’ for this option (49% average) compared to older residents aged 75+ (36%). Younger respondents 

(16-24) were more likely to say that the single employer model would have no impact (30%) compared to almost 

all other age groups (18% average excluding 75+).   

GENDER: Male respondents are more likely to say that this option would have a negative impact (45%) compared 

to female respondents (41%). In turn, female respondents are more likely to state that they ‘don’t know’ for this 

question (15% compared to 12%).  

WORKING STATUS: Employed respondents are more likely to say that the single employer model will have a 

negative impact (45%) compared to those who are out of work (23%) and full-time students (26%). One-third (32%) 

of those who are out of work don’t know what impact this model will have in contrast to those who are employed, 

self-employed, looking for work and retired (13% average). Full-time students are more likely to choose ‘don’t 

know’ for this question (21%) compared to employed respondents (12%). 

MARITAL STATUS: Respondents who are married, in a civil partnership and single (26% average) are more likely to 

say that this option will have a positive impact compared to those who gave their marital status as ‘other’ (13%).  

RELIGION: Respondents who gave their religious beliefs as ‘other’ were less likely to say that introducing the single 

employer model would have no impact (5%) compared to those who are Christian (20%) and who have no religion 

(22%). On the other hand, the former group were more likely to say that the impact will be negative (58%) 

compared to Christian respondents (40%) and those with no religion (42%). 

Charts are only shown below where there are statistically significant differences within demographic groups. 

Figure 24: Impact of Single employer model (results by demographics) 
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Prefer other options

Will cause too much disruption

May result in job losses

Waste of time/Won't make much difference/change

Will cause confusion (who is responsible and
accountable for what)

No of comments

Comments on Single employer model 

Respondents were given the option to provide any comments they wish to add on the Single employer model. After 

removing comments that were not directly relating to this option, the analysis shows that the most frequent 

comments were around the ‘option not being good/will not work/difficult to implement’ (345 comments). This was 

followed by comments that ‘one person should not be in charge’ (154 comments). 116 comments were around 

‘public safety not being properly addressed’ by this model. A breakdown of the themes is provided below, followed 

by some quotes to illustrate the top three themes.  

Figure 25: Comments on Single employer model 
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Verbatim comments on top three themes  

Table 7: Top three themes for Single employer model, with example comments 

Theme Example comments 

Model not good/won’t 
work and difficult to 
implement 

 

“Would be very disruptive and costly. Costs far outweigh any potential gain”. 

“The worst option available! The police and fire service are very different services and 

should not have one single chief. I am in favour of working together and where possible 

sharing locations/stations but not chiefs!” 

“This is a terrible option giving a significant degrade in service of both the fire service and 

police service. The alleged savings are 'pie in the sky' talk probably from a third, or fourth 

rate economist. This will have a significant negative impact to both services”. 

One person should not be 
in charge 

 

“A Chief Constable knows police matters and a Chief Fire Officer the fire service, combining 

the roles into one would be detrimental giving the police or the fire service expertise rather 

than both”. 

“The idea of our PCC as the single employer model is the worst case of monopoly”. 

Public safety not properly 
addressed 

 

“Public safety should be at the top of the lust but not in this option”. 

“This Option represents a large upheaval and centralisation of Fire and Police Authority, 

which admits in your explanation page, that it has significant risks and a potential reduction 

to public safety, at least in the short and medium term. While internal administration is 

shifting about and moving people round, people in Yorkshire will need Police presence and 

authority, as well as the vital work of Fire Services. Their delivery and effectiveness should 

not be put at risk by a risky new venture that might deliver some cost savings in ten years. 

These risks are too great and the public must be put first, and that means a first class 

service, that is properly funded and has its own in house experts and experienced staff and 

commissioners who know what they are doing. Therefore, I am against this model and 

consider it the worst of three presented, especially when the possible savings are 

considered.” 
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Written responses 
The opportunity to provide a written response instead of/as well as responding to the survey itself, was offered.  In 

total, 24 written responses were received, including 6 responses from members of the public and 3 from 

councillors.  15 responses were from councils and other organisations which are listed below:  

Councils:  

▪ Barton Parish Council 

▪ City of York Council 

▪ Craven District Council 

▪ Harrogate Borough Council 

▪ North Yorkshire County Council  

▪ Pateley Bridge Town Council 

▪ Richmondshire District Council 

▪ Selby District Council 

▪ Skipton Town Council 

▪ Stapleton and Cleasby Parish Council 

▪ Wigginton Parish Council 

 

Other organisations: 

▪ North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Authority 

▪ North Yorkshire Police and Crime Panel 

▪ North Yorkshire Fire Brigades Union 

▪ Fire Officers’ Association 

 
In addition, there were 18 social media comments. A copy of all written responses and social media posts are 

included in Appendix B.  

The comments from all the responses have been analysed and some key themes (negative and positive) have been 

identified. These are provided under the headings below, along with supporting quotes from the responses. These 

are ordered alphabetically, rather than in order of frequency of comments.  

Table 8: Key themes from written responses 

Theme Example comments 

Business case 
evidence 
questioned 

 

“Although potential savings and efficiencies have been identified, the Commissioner’s Local 

Business Case does not make a compelling argument as to why it is necessary to adopt the 

Governance Model to address the stated shortcomings in the pace and scope of collaboration 

between the Police and the Fire and Rescue Service”. 
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“The Council is also not persuaded by the business case in terms of the savings as projected 

savings need to be balanced against costs of implementation. The Business Case itself indicates (at 

8.6) the respective implementation costs and benefits. It is clear that the representation model 

carries a significantly lower cost. Given our view that the benefits of collaboration (assessed at 

£100k) could be achieved through true and meaningful collaboration without the change to a 

Governance Model, we consider that the recurrent costs of £64k and one off costs of the change 

at £121k may not represent good value for the public purse”. 

“It is the view of NYFRA that the LBC fails to provide evidence for the majority of the savings. 

NYFRA disputes the assessment of the benefits set out in the LBC. Specifically, the benefits of the 

Governance model have been overstated, while the benefits of the Representation model have 

been understated”. 

Consultation is 
biased towards 
making change – 
should be a ‘do 
nothing’ option 

 

“In Mrs Mulligan’s submission as the basis for the consultation exercise, she states that the public 

has four options (described in the consultation document as ‘YOUR’ options), but these are clearly 

the options favoured by the PCC, rather than a summary of all possible options. There is no option 

of retaining the status quo with increased co-operation.  There is no option of returning to some 

form of the local democracy previously offered by local elected Police Committees, or of the PCC 

monopoly being strengthened by a locally elected management board”. 

“I have been informed of this survey. I am well aware of Julia Mulligan’s biased surveys and this 

purported ‘survey’ forces people into choosing an option which is different from the ‘status quo’. 

The results of this survey will therefore be as valid as a Hello magazine survey and I am surprised 

that your organisation has chosen to be involved. I am afraid that I have to ask whether your 

organisation is a member of the Market Research Society.  I’m sorry but I will not complete the 

survey on principle. I do not care what the “government and local stakeholders” – whoever 

they are - “feel”. There is always a “do nothing” option and my completing the survey could 

end up legitimising something that I fundamentally disagree with”.  

Control of FRS 
should not be in 
one person’s 
hands 

 

“In summary, this Council questions whether it would it be wise, fair or equitable to grant even 

more influence and control into one person’s thought process and direction.  

The Parish Council objects strongly to any merging of the responsibilities of North Yorkshire Fire & 

Rescue service and the North Yorkshire Police and to any increased powers and responsibilities 

such a merger would give the Police and Crime Commissioner”. 

“Support for the Representation model.  Anxious when control is transferred to one person, rather 

than an elected authority as it weakens democracy.  Would like to see the Police Authority 

return”. 

Fire and Police 
should remain 
independent 

“The police should have no involvement whatsoever with the Fire and Rescue Service – their roles 

are completely different – the police are the enforcement arm of government and it is important 

that the Fire and Rescue Service is seen as independent. Lincolnshire have just merged Ambulance 

and Fire and Rescue and I can see the justification of that”. 

“I expect there are demonstrable theoretical savings to be made over some amalgamation of 

administration, although these must be uncertain in prospect. But the main issue seems to be the 

entirely different culture of the police service and the fire service. Whatever is gained in money 

terms, setting up friction or creating unnecessary gaps in effective communication, use of 

premises, use of facilities and equipment, wouldn't be worth even a few hundred thousand 

pounds. They do different jobs. It isn't sensible to force them together”.  
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Governance 
models could not 
be reversed, but 
Representation 
model could be a 
first step 

“The Council notes that a move to the Representation Model now would not rule out a move to 

the Governance Model in future, should it prove appropriate based on evidence and good 

practice. The reverse is, however, not true and a move to the Governance model would rule out 

any return to the greater democratic accountability provided by the Representation model”.  

“There is no option of returning to some form of the local democracy previously offered by local 

elected Police Committees, or of the PCC monopoly being strengthened by a locally elected 

management board”. 

Loss of 
accountability if 
PCC were to take 
over FRA 

 

“The Local Business Case fails to address concerns regarding democratic checks and balances and 

the level of oversight that the Police and Crime Commissioner would be subject to, were the 

Governance Model to be adopted and the Fire and Rescue Authority cease to exist as a governing 

body.  

If the Governance Model were to be adopted, then the scrutiny of the Police and Crime 

Commissioner’s governance of the Police and the Fire and Rescue Service would become the 

responsibility of the Police and Crime Panel, which has limited powers to hold the Police and Crime 

Commissioner to account”. 

 “…it is a legitimate and significant concern to us that under the Governance Model, there would 

really be no accountable body with any great weight behind it to adequately perform the checks 

and balances that are required. This point is so heavily underplayed within the business case that it 

is arguable that members of the public responding to the public survey will not have registered 

how their PCC will be held to account in-between their votes being cast at the ballot box”. 

PCC is seeking to 
extend monopoly 

 

“Support for the Representation model.  Concern that this is a “power grab” by one person, where 

are the checks and balances?  Also have concern over the PCC’s apparent lack of interest in 

attending the Overview and Scrutiny Commission”. 

“Another empire building politician springs to mind, let's see how the cards topple when the police 

HQ moves into Northallerton with no parking for the staff and not enough desks for them either. 

Saves paying a gardener though”. 

PCC should focus 
on improving the 
police service 

 

“We expect the Commissioner to raise the standards of the Police service and ensure that it is 

constantly fit for purpose. If this is to be the case then she needs to give 100% of her time and 

energy to this roll not 50%”. 

“It has been noted over many months the amount of complaints we have heard re the '101 

service' that you provide which is somewhat frustratingly hopeless in that residents can never get 

straight through and have spent half an hour on hold, we feel that this is not acceptable”. 

“Get the police force sorted first then think of power grabs elsewhere”. 

Representation 
model preferred  

“The preferred option of North Yorkshire County Council is the Representation Model”. 

“We support the decision of our Executive and recommendation in the formal response by 

City of York Council in favour of the representation model to improve the police and fire 

collaboration in North Yorkshire”. 
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Trust in Fire and 
Rescue may be 
impacted 

 

“The cultural aspects of how Police Officers and Fire Officers will work together, how they will be 

perceived and how this will be different are not addressed. This is a serious omission as Police 

Officers and Fire Officers necessarily have very different roles and are perceived very differently by 

the public. Put simply, a Fire Officer is trusted member of the community who is welcomed into 

people’s homes, someone who is seen as supportive and who can be confided in. By contrast, a 

Police Officer also has a clear and obvious enforcement role which is supported by intelligence 

gathering”.  

“Going to struggle to bring the fire and police together.......people trust the fire brigade but no one 

trusts the police I'm afraid”. 
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Other

No of comments

Other ideas or suggestions for collaboration 
After the main questions on each of the options, respondents were given the opportunity to put forward any other 

ideas they may have on how the emergency services in North Yorkshire could collaborate more effectively to make 

significant efficiencies and cost savings.  

Results from online survey 

In total, 1589 out of 2113 (75%) respondents said ‘None/not sure/not applicable/don’t know’.  The remaining 525 

comments have been analysed and key themes identified. Not all are directly relevant to the question being posed, 

but for completeness, all themes have been included in the analysis and the key themes presented in the chart 

below.  Themes where there were fewer than 10 comments have been included under ‘Other’. 

Figure 26: Ideas or suggestions for collaboration (comments grouped under common themes) 
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Of those comments that are relevant, the most popular theme is ‘no change needed/possible (173 comments), 

followed by ‘better coordination/collaboration/communication between services’ (143 comments). 141 comments 

were around ideas to ’share and improve buildings/offices/call centres/resources/other functions’. Comments 

around these are provided as illustration below.  

Table 9: Key themes from survey responses (ideas and suggestions) 

Theme Example comments 

No change 
needed/change not 
possible 

 

 

“I think leave them separate don't believe they can work together and it been like this for 

years and it works IV chosen 1 option only because there will 16 other members and not one 

person coming to the right conclusion”. 

“Much of what is proposed in collaboration is already happening. If the Police support 

services are already operating efficiently how can they take on the work of the fire in the back 

office area without increases in staffing? I do agree the shared premises would be a great 

opportunity but changes in governance are not the enabler”. 

“They already appear to work together well. The PCC should concentrate on the policing in 

the area. There appears to be empire building here”. 

Better coordination, 
collaboration and 
communication 
between services 

 

“Believes that police and fire service do need to work closer together. The current board 

need more experience in the police and fire service. Heads of both should meet and talk 

more often. And also communicate the post”. 

“More communication between the two.mid they had more communication then they 

would have a better chance at getting things done easier and faster especially at response 

scenes”. 

“Collaboration with other services to keep vulnerable people safe, reduce risk of harm and 

improve independence - work with NHS, social services 

“A need for them to come together and a model should be built which involves all the blue 

light services but not being run by one person a need to reflect the differences as well as the 

similarities”. 

Sharing offices, 
resources and 
functions 

 

“Single control centre, Joint fleet maintenance and other backroom services but NO 

integration of the day to day operational function”. 

“There are plenty of ways to work together with shared back office and non-operational roles 

the obvious ones. Why do we need separate supplies, HR, procurement or even premises? 

Money saved could protect the front line which is what the public actually want”. 

“Combined stations are the way forward with modern equipment and sharing of facilities. 

Drastic changes in governance will only cause a period of instability whilst the changes are 

made and implemented. The services have been through enough changes over the past few 

years so the least impactive option would be the better option - option 1”. 

“All three blue light services share Command and Control functions with embedded partner 

agencies to ensure demand goes to the right organisation and that all public servants provide 

the maximum service for the public purse.  Delegated powers across all services with tiered 

model for specialisms”. 
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All comments have been provided to the PCC.  

Additional suggestions from written responses and social media 

Of the 24 written responses and 18 social media posts, only a handful of these contained ideas on how more 

effective collaboration and cost savings could be gained. Key themes have been identified from these, and are 

provided below.  

It should be noted that specific proposals on collaboration and areas for cost savings are presented by the North 

Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Authority and North Yorkshire Fire Brigades Union and have not been reiterated here. 

Their full responses are included in Appendix B.  

Table 10: Key themes from written/social media responses (ideas and suggestions) 

Theme Example comments 

Merge F&R with 
Ambulance service 

 

“Lincolnshire have just merged Ambulance and Fire and Rescue and I can see the justification 

of that”. 

“Amongst stakeholders there is a desire for collaboration between the three blue light 

services and the Council would also wish to see active investigation of the opportunities for 

collaboration with the ambulance service under the preferred option.” 

Adoption of the 
Representation model 
as an opportunity to 
learn  

 

“The Panel has already suggested to the PCC that she adopt the Representation Model for a 

period of at least 12 months, to develop a clear understanding of the issues and challenges 

facing the FRS”. 

“The Representation Model, with the Police and Crime Commissioner represented on the 

Fire and Rescue Authority and its committees, would provide an opportunity for further 

work to be done to understand why previous efforts to promote collaboration have been 

frustrated and then come up with joint solutions that enable the pace and scope of 

collaborative effort to be increased. 

After a period of time and with the agreement of all parties, the governance arrangements 

could then be escalated to the Governance Model should that be appropriate. It is 

acknowledged that this is a more cautious approach but being cautious will not impede the 

progress of collaborative working and the achievement of significant savings”. 

Merger with 
neighbouring fire and 
rescue authorities 

“Would prefer to see the Representation model, and possibly a merger with neighbouring 

fire and rescue authorities”. 
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Look at other 
organisations where 
services could be 
joined up to provide 
cost savings 

 

“The Council notes its own experience of working ‘’better together’ with the County Council 

in a collaborative model. In this case the Better Together Programme enables shared 

expertise, intelligence and leadership between North Yorkshire County Council and Selby 

District Council to ensure assets are maximised to deliver savings whilst redesigning services 

to achieve the best possible outcomes to all customers in the locality. As a result of the 

programme cashable savings of £358,685 have been achieved with a further £1,021,805 

potential savings identified. In total the Better Together Programme will secure savings in 

excess of £1.3m by March 2020. 

This example shows what can be achieved through equal collaboration without the necessity 

to merge governance arrangements and the District Council urges the PCC and the Fire and 

Rescue Authority to operate in a similar manner to achieve the objectives set out”. 

Merge police forces 
“How about having ONE Yorkshire Police Force get rid of Chief Inspectors only one needed!!” 

Cutting management 
numbers 

“Try cutting management I personally don't think that firemen get the praise they deserve 

they are the true heroes as far as I am concerned” 

 

All written responses have been provided in Appendix B. 
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Focus group findings: Stakeholder views  

Participants 

The following stakeholder groups provided input into this stage of the consultation. It should be expressly noted 

that the views are in addition to any formal response made to the PCC. These meetings were held to allow greater 

qualitative understanding to be investigated for stakeholders’ views and should not be considered as a formal 

response to the consultation from the respective groups or organisations. 

Police and Crime Panel* - 3 participants (Alverton Court, Crosby Road, Northallerton) 

Union Representatives6 - 5 participants (Granby Road, Harrogate) 

Fire Authority  - 6 participants (Alverton Court, Crosby Road, Northallerton) 

Local Authorities7  - 5 participants (Alverton Court, Crosby Road, Northallerton)  

Local Partnerships8  - 2 participants (Quaker meeting Room, Friargate, York) 

* A semi-structured in-depth telephone interview was conducted with a further Panel member. 

 

General views  

Most, but not all, participants were aware of the Policing and Crime Act 2017 that provides the legislative duty to 

collaborate and the framework for PCC’s to consult locally on changes for governance of the Fire Service. 

Views around existing levels of collaboration 

Representatives from the Police and Crime Panel indicated that the Fire and Police services, alongside wider 

stakeholders and partners, have been collaborating widely for many years, particularly after the two services’ 

indicated and signed a ‘statement of intent’ to collaborate in 2013. However, much of what was indicated as 

progress related to meetings to discuss opportunities, rather than actually delivery of any tangible measures. Of 

those measures introduced, most related to shared buildings and workshops, e.g. in Bedale, some indication of 

safety hubs, plus the more recent (2017) introduction of Safe and Well checks. 

Similarly, the Fire Authority and Union Representatives identified these measures, but acknowledged that the pace 

of collaboration had been slow. The Fire Authority suggested this was not from unwillingness on their part. 

                                                      
6 Association of Principle Fire Officers (APFO), Fire Brigades Union, Unison (Local Government), 2 x Unison (North Yorkshire Police) 
7 Hambleton District Council, 3 x Richmondshire District Council, Selby District Council 
8 Yorkshire Ambulance Service (YAS), Environment Agency 
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Preference of options 

Generally, with the exception of the FBU and Local Partnership representatives, all stakeholder groups preferred 

the Representation Model. This was due to: 

An opportunity to trial this type of collaboration approach first, with less or no risk – If this did not work 
effectively, then the Governance model could then be considered. 

Fire Authority members represent the views of their constituents/areas, which would allow more local knowledge 
to be considered, particularly around impact of any changes. 

Also allows wider input from across large County including urban and rural areas, from those with many years’ 
experience. 

Is seen as being fully democratic (rather than to a 'dictatorship' style approach, expressed by one representative 
from the Police and Crime Panel). 

 

Generally, these stakeholders claimed they were happy to see 'evolution’, through the Representation Model, 

rather than ‘revolution' using the Governance Model. 

By contrast, the FBU and Local Partnership representatives agreed with the PCC’s preferred option; they felt that 

the Governance model would speed up decision making and thereby improve the pace of continued and greater 

collaboration. A member of the Fire Authority also recognised that if it was simply a matter of speed of decision 

making then there should be a change to the Governance model. 

The FBU representative also highlighted that the FBU’s stance had changed to one that now supported the PCC’s 

preferred Governance model option. This was mainly due to the level of engagement and dialogue they had 

received from the PCC, with recognition of a proactive approach taken by the PCC to research and consider the 

issues raised and offer solutions and compromise. The indication in the outline business case that the Governance 

model could bring significant savings that could be reinvested in frontline service was also seen as a contributing 

factor in supporting the Governance option. 

Other considerations 

The Fire Authority did recognise that being one voice in 17 may still, to some extent, hinder wider collaboration at 

greater pace.  They therefore highlighted that the Fire Authority had recently set up a ‘Collaboration Panel’ (early 

2017) that would have just two voting members; the Fire Authority Chair and the PCC. The Collaboration Panel 

would invite other stakeholders to meetings to discuss wider collaboration opportunities and this was felt a suitable 

mechanism and compromise to allow decisions to be made at a greater pace. It was noted that local elections and 

the general election had so far limited the number of meetings convened, but that this was expected to increase in 

the future.  
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Concerns 

The representatives from the Police and Crime Panel, Fire Authority and Local Authorities raised particular concerns 

regarding the claimed savings identified in the business case. They were concerned that the outline business case 

was not sufficiently detailed and that the financial information did not appear robust; they questioned how 

accurate the savings to be achieved is likely to be.  

They also raised concerns that the Governance model has not been tried and tested in Fire Services and therefore 

this represents, in their view, a much higher risk. They pointed out that if this approach was taken, there would be 

no way to roll back to the Representation model. 

There were also some concern raised by Fire Authority the that the PCC role was already a full time role and that 

there were some areas where the PCC had not resolved service delivery issues; the 101 Service was given as an 

example of this.  They therefore suggested adding a Fire role was likely to cause an even greater service and time 

management conflict and that the PCC should demonstrate effectiveness with the Police first, before taking on 

much wider role.  The Unions and Local Authority representatives also questioned how the PCC would manage her 

time and the two services effectively, without additional resources.  

The Local Authority representatives held concerns that the wider reviews and changes to operations already 

undertaken by the Fire Authority could be scrapped or rolled back by the PCC. If this was the case, they questioned 

whether the PCC had considered the potential impacts of taking such a decision and what supporting evidence had 

been gathered.   

There was some recognition by a local authority representative that a single decision maker could implement 

change quicker. However, overall for the Police and Crime Panel, Fire Authority and Local Authority representatives 

(and to some extent some of the Unions representatives), concerns remained over how transparent the evidence 

to support decisions would be; any accountability or scrutiny of decisions was felt to be too late as decisions would 

already have been made. This view was held regardless of the ‘assessment’ identified in the outline business case. 

“It is assessed that this (Governance) model is most likely to achieve the greatest acceleration of the 

pace of collaboration, the greatest scale of ambition, and the greatest degree of transparency and 

accountability, bringing meaningful savings, whilst being deliverable and sufficiently mitigating against 

strategic and public safety risks.” 

Finally, for some, there were also personal views held that the PCC was simply ‘empire building’ and ‘power 

grabbing’, but these views should not be taken as the views of the organisations that those who attended represent. 
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Appendix H(i) – Consultation questions 
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Appendix H(ii) – Written responses 
Responses from Tier-one Authorities can be found separately in Appendix I. 
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Appendix I – Tier-one Authority responses and PCC response 
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Response of the PCC to 
Tier-one Authorities 
 

Response of the Police and Crime Commissioner for North Yorkshire (PCC) to the objections of 

North Yorkshire County Council (NYCC) and the City of York Council (CYC) to the proposed 

transfer of governance of North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service. 

 

The PCC set out her commitment to exploring every opportunity to save money and protect 

frontline services through collaboration in her manifesto in 2016. The Policing and Crime Act 2017 

provides an opportunity to explore options for changing the governance of the fire service to 

enhance that commitment. Given the coterminous police and fire areas, the duplication of support 

services and estate, and the indication that the public supported such a move, the PCC decided 

that it would be beneficial to commission an assessment of the case for change in North Yorkshire.  

A collaborative development process, involving Fire Authority, Fire and Rescue Service, Police, 

NYCC and CYC through several groups, was instituted outside of any statutory requirements, to 

gather views and ensure that the correct information was collected and presented. The Strategic 

Reference Group (SRG), which included senior leaders of each organisation, agreed the evaluation 

principles and framework, and were given extensive opportunity to comment on the collaboration 

opportunities assessment and the strategic and economic cases as they were developed. Those 

comments, as well as those collected through the external Check and Challenge Panel, were 

reviewed and incorporated as appropriate. The development process was extended by three 

months in order to accommodate requests from the SRG. It was made clear to the SRG that they 

should suggest any information they thought needed to be considered during the assessment, and 

that officers attending the Business Case Development Group should be required to present that 

information and provide access for PA Consulting.  

 

Comments regarding the evidential basis misunderstand that this business case is not about 

individual collaboration opportunities, but about a change in governance. The collaboration 

opportunities have been assessed at a high level, as was discussed and agreed by the SRG, to 

determine the possible benefits. They, and the financial savings, are not the basis of this case, 

which rests upon evidence set out in the Strategic case, that single lines of governance deliver 

change and collaboration better than fragmented governance. No substantive evidence has been 

brought forward that would overrule that evidence. 

The strategic assessment looks at the local context of each organisation and the local history of 

collaboration in the light of this national and international evidence regarding the efficacy of single 

governance models over multiple governance models to enhance and further collaboration. It 

then sets out the opportunities that were identified by both services to improve the effectiveness 

and efficiency of services to the public through collaboration: 
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• Strategic Commissioning to align the development of services, risk management and data 
sharing 

• Improved prevention and demand management through a single approach to community 
safety, in partnership with health and local authorities, through integrated demand 
mapping and community hubs 

• Effective joint response through control room collaboration and improved resilience in 
rural areas 

• Shared support services and management roles to develop a single community safety 
estate, single support service, an integrated IT strategy, and to deliver specialist training 
 

It concludes that to achieve these opportunities the pace of decision making and depth of 

collaboration need to be accelerated and extended.  

The Economic case assesses which possible model of governance would enable that, based on the 

strategic assessment. The evaluation framework for this was agreed by the SRG. By reference to 

the strategic assessment and evidence provided by both services, PA Consulting have identified 

that the Governance model is most likely to achieve this, thereby bringing the greatest benefit to 

the effectiveness and efficiency of the police and fire services. No substantive evidence has been 

brought forward that would counter or amend the basis of this assessment. 

As the Governance model, and Single Employer model, would most accelerate the pace and scale 

of decision making and collaboration, the assessment determines that these would therefore bring 

the greatest benefits in economy over a ten-year period. The financial modelling conducted for 

this assessment is based on data provided by both services, and the model was agreed by the 

finance leads for the two services. Differences in the scale of forecasted savings are due to the 

difference in the assessed pace and scale of change which could be achieved by each model. The 

Fire Authority’s case for the Representation model provides no qualified evidence to counter this 

assessment. 

As a result of improvements in efficiency and effectiveness, public safety would benefit. The PCC 

has been clear that this case is not suggesting that there is a risk to public safety under the current 

arrangements. It does suggest that improvements to public safety can be brought by change. The 

Home Office also require that there must be clear evidence that public safety will not be harmed 

by the proposal put forward. The evaluation framework, approved by the SRG, makes a clear link 

between the acceleration of the pace and scale of collaboration, the deliverability of the option 

and the option’s ability to mitigate key risks, and public safety. Therefore, by improving the pace 

and scale of collaboration and therefore the effectiveness of services, being deliverable and being 

able to mitigate key risks, public safety is shown not to be at risk, and in fact can be improved. The 

assessment made in the business case shows that this is the case for the Governance model. 

 

One objection relates to the statutory criteria, and that is on public safety which has been 

addressed above. Other comments do not bring forward concerns against the statutory criteria, or 

provide any evidence which would change the basis of the assessment. 

This has always been, and will remain, about the quality of the public services the people in North 

Yorkshire could receive. In the face of constraints, we must put aside our politics and look at what 

is best for the public. The results of the consultation are clear; the public and workforce 
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overwhelmingly support a transfer of governance, and their preference is for the Governance 

model.  

The consultation lasted 10 weeks, brought in responses from over 2,500 people, engaged over 

1,400 people through eight public information events, and provided information to the public 

through a dedicated website, literature available in council buildings, libraries, and fire and police 

stations, and through media releases. Importantly, it includes an independent and impartial 

representative survey, conducted against Market Research Society standards, of over 1,500 

people giving a confidence level of ±2.53%. Five focus groups were held with key stakeholders, and 

the PCC attended a meeting with each district and tier one Council and held 11 question and 

answer sessions for employees of North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service.  

Full results of the consultation are detailed in the consultation report and responses to specific 

objections from tier-one authorities are detailed below.  

After due consideration of the consultation responses, the PCC intends to submit her business 

case to the Home Secretary in due course. 
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This objection is in direct relation to the statutory criteria. 

Paragraph Detail of objection  PCC response 

NYCC 2.9 The LBC fails to provide 

sufficient evidence of what 

the impact upon public safety 

will be as a result of the 

proposed change in 

governance. The four design 

principles do not refer to 

public safety. 

The statutory tests are not defined further in 

legislation leaving them to be specified against 

local drivers for change by PCCs. Table 16 in the 

business case demonstrates how the critical 

success factors (CSFs) meet the statutory tests. 

The evaluation framework that sets these CSFs 

was agreed by the Strategic Reference Group 

(SRG). It clearly identifies a link between the 

acceleration of the pace and scale and 

effectiveness of collaboration (CSF 1) and the 

improvement of public safety, and between the 

deliverability of an option and the mitigation of 

strategic risks (CSFs 3 and 4) and the removal of 

any adverse impact on public safety. The 

Governance model is demonstrated to achieve a 

High assessment against CSFs 1 and 4 as it would 

accelerate the pace and scale of collaboration 

thereby improving public safety and is able to 

mitigate strategic risks thereby not creating any 

risk to public safety, and a Medium assessment 

against CSF 3 as while there will be some 

challenges to the transfer it is assessed that they 

are easily managed.  

 

The following objections are not directly related to the statutory criteria. 

Paragraph Detail of objection  PCC response 

NYCC 2.2 

 

 

 

 

NYCC 2.7 

 

 

 

The Local Business Case (LBC) 

does not make a compelling 

argument for the Governance 

model to address the stated 

shortcomings in the pace and 

scope of collaboration. 

It is not clear why the 2013 

Statement of Intent could not 

be delivered through the 

Representation model. 

Working through the new and 

innovative Collaboration 

Committee has the potential 

The LBC sets out a range of evidence as to the 

benefits of governance models with single points 

of accountability over those with multiple points 

of accountability in increasing the speed of 

decision making and expanding the depth and 

scale of collaboration. It brings forward national 

and international evidence to support this 

argument. The economic assessment of the 

Governance model uses this evidence to assess 

whether the Governance model would achieve 

this in North Yorkshire and finds that it would 

improve the pace and scale of collaboration.  
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NYCC 2.10 

 

 

 

CYC 2 

 

 

 

CYC 3 

to deliver what previously 

was not. 

The LBC does not make it 

clear why it is not possible to 

accrue the estimated benefits 

associated with the 

Governance model through 

the Representation model. 

There is insufficient evidence 

to support the financial 

savings stated as a result of a 

move to the Governance 

model. 

Improvements in frontline 

services could equally be 

achieved through the 

Representation model. 

It is this finding that the pace and scale of 

collaboration will be accelerated to a greater 

extent through the Governance model over the 

Representation model that leads to the financial 

assessment and the difference in savings 

between the two options. There is no indication 

that those elements set out in the Statement of 

Intent could not be delivered through the 

Representation model, just that they can be 

delivered quicker and to a greater extent through 

the Governance model, thereby delivering 

greater savings over a ten-year period. This 

evaluation framework is clearly set out in the 

business case. The financial information is based 

on data provided by both police and fire services 

and modelling agreed by both services. 

The Collaboration Committee is simply another 

committee meeting at intervals which can only 

decide on matters for NYFRS. The PCC would sit 

on this committee only in her role as a member 

of NYFRA as she cannot make operational 

decisions for the Chief Constable. Collaboration 

projects would still need to proceed through 

separate decision-making processes and be 

subject to two separate organisations having to 

develop proposals. Wider governance issues 

would still be subject to the slower decision-

making processes of the full NYFRA of which the 

PCC is only one of 17 members. 

NYCC 2.2 The Representation model is 

the least disruptive and 

lowest risk option. 

As is set out in the assessment, the 

Representation model would see a continuation 

of the status quo with very little disruption, and 

while not bringing great improvement to public 

safety, does mitigate the key risks that have been 

identified. However, the Governance model is 

also shown to bring very little operational 

disruption, if any, and is also able to mitigate the 

key risks while improving public safety. 
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NYCC 2.2 

 

 

 

 

 

NYCC 2.3 

 

 

 

 

NYCC 2.6 

 

 

 

 

NYCC 3.2 

(Craven) 

 

CYC 5 

The Representation model 

would provide an opportunity 

to further understand why 

previous efforts to promote 

collaboration have been 

frustrated and to create joint 

solutions to increase the pace 

and scope of collaboration. 

The timeline for adoption by 

April 2018 has left little room 

for engagement with NYCC 

which is not in keeping with 

the collaborative approach. It 

is not clear why a more 

measured pace could not 

have been agreed. 

This is a more cautious 

approach, but being cautious 

will not impede the progress 

of collaborative working and 

the achievement of significant 

savings. 

There are no time pressures 

referenced in the Policing and 

Crime Act. 

A move to the Representation 

model now does not rule out 

a move to the Governance 

model in the future. 

The business case has looked at the reasons why 

previous efforts have been frustrated. It has 

identified key issues across both organisations, 

and concluded that these can be avoided through 

the Governance model. 

The previous Police and Fire Minister, Brandon 

Lewis, made it very clear that it was for PCCs to 

set the pace of this process. Both NYCC and CYC 

have been closely involved in the process from 

the start through the Strategic Reference Group, 

and the timeline has been extended by three 

months to accommodate requests from the SRG.  

Furthermore, it clearly identifies that in the 

current climate, with restricted finances and 

demographic pressures, there is an urgent need 

for change to avoid risking frontline services. To 

spend further time assessing these issues would 

be to fail the public in delivering the best possible 

service. 

The options set out in the business case are also 

not a stepped process. Any move to go from the 

Representation model to the Governance model 

would still require an LBC and a full public 

consultation. 

NYCC 2.4 There is a risk that the public 

will believe that the solution 

was first identified and then 

the LBC engineered to 

support that solution. 

These proposals have been brought forward as a 

result of the Policing and Crime Act 2017 and the 

options that that sets out for reforming the 

governance of police and fire services. A full 

assessment has been undertaken by PA 

Consulting based on information put forward by 

all partners. This has been conducted within the 

legislative framework and been completed with a 

statutory public consultation. The views of 

partners have been incorporated throughout the 

process, and the results and responses from the 

consultation taken into account in finalising the 
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business case for submission to the Home 

Secretary. 

NYCC 2.5 The LBC does not give 

adequate consideration of the 

consequences of a change in 

governance. There is no 

attempt to articulate a vision 

for Police and Fire and Rescue 

Services in the county in five 

or ten years’ time. 

Table one sets out the PCC’s transformational 

vision for the services, identifying key areas 

where improvements can be made in the services 

provided to the public. Several collaboration best 

practice case studies are included in the Strategic 

Case to indicate what this service might look like. 

A clear direction of travel has been set out 

through the identification of areas where savings 

could be made. 

NYCC 2.5 The business case omits to 

consider the difference in 

roles between police and fire 

officers and the way in which 

the public perceive them. It is 

focussed on achieving savings 

without any real 

consideration of what may be 

lost. 

Section 3.4.1, bullet one sets out a key strategic 

risk around changes to how firefighters are 

perceived that has been identified and which 

options must be shown to be able to mitigate. 

The LBC makes it clear that under the 

Governance model there would be no changes to 

service branding. 

NYCC 2.6 

 

 

CYC 5 

The LBC does not make it 

clear that the Governance 

model cannot be undone. 

A move to the Governance 

model would rule out any 

return to the greater 

democratic accountability 

provided by the 

Representation model. 

The Policing and Crime Act 2017 includes a Henry 

8 clause which would allow for the Home 

Secretary’s order to be revoked. 

It should be noted that the Governance model is 

not any less democratic as the PCC is elected by 

the whole of North Yorkshire and York, just as 

each Councillor is elected to represent their ward. 

NYCC 2.6 

 

 

NYCC 2.13 

 

 

 

The skills, expertise and 

knowledge of the 16 elected 

members of NYFRA will be 

lost. 

The Police and Crime Panel 

(PCP) is concerned that it has 

neither the capacity nor 

capability to take on 

significantly expanded 

scrutiny role. In particular to 

mitigate the risks associated 

It is appreciated that the Councillors appointed to 

NYFRA bring a variety of different backgrounds, 

knowledge bases and experiences to the table. 

The role of PCC is a full-time role which allows for 

the PCC to develop an in depth understanding of 

matters. The OPCC also provides the PCC with 

independent analysis and information and 

enables the PCC to drive progress and change.  

The capacity and capability of the PCP is for NYCC 

to remedy. The OPCC currently helps Panel 

members to develop greater insight into policing 
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NYCC 2.14 

 

 

 

CYC 4 

with the loss of knowledge 

and expertise resulting from 

the removal of the 16 elected 

members of NYFRA. 

The PCP and NYFRA have a 

critical role in ensuring that 

the strategic management of 

key public services is 

scrutinised and that people 

account for their actions and 

decisions. 

The ability of elected 

members to influence and 

monitor the delivery of Fire 

and Rescue services through 

membership of NYFRA is an 

important safeguard. 

matters through sub-groups of the PCP, and it is 

envisaged that the same could be true for fire 

matters in the future. 

It is important to remember the critical difference 

between the PCP and NYFRA. The PCP’s purpose 

is to scrutinise and support the PCC in her 

decision making, while the NYFRA is the 

management body for NYFRS – members should 

be doing more than simply influencing and 

monitoring, they should be leading. Currently, 

NYFRA should be scrutinised and supported by, 

and accountable to, the NYCC and CYC overview 

and scrutiny structure. The PCP would not be 

replacing NYFRA directly, and the level of 

understanding about individual decisions will be 

on a basis as relevant to PCP business. It is 

fundamental to the office of PCC and the 

statutory relationship between PCC and PCP that 

the PCP scrutinises the decisions of the PCC and 

supports her in her work. The PCC is held to 

account by the electorate and not by the PCP. As 

such, Councillors would continue to influence and 

monitor the delivery of services through their 

interaction with the PCC. 

NYCC 2.8 Previous attempts at 

collaboration have been 

impeded, in part, by the lack 

of a clear strategic view from 

the PCC. Collaboration with 

neighbouring police forces 

have served as a distraction. 

NYP’s collaboration history 

with other forces could 

improve. They currently 

forecast that collaboration 

makes up 2.9% of net revenue 

expenditure in 2016/17. 

Throughout this process the PCC has been clear 

that reasons why collaboration has stalled exist in 

both organisations. She has given clear strategic 

direction through her previous and current Police 

and Crime Plans that all opportunities for 

collaboration should be taken forward. The PCC 

pushed for the Statement of Intent to be put in 

place and strongly supported its development. 

The PCC has also strongly supported the 

development of the Evolve collaboration with 

Durham and Cleveland police forces, and of the 

Yorkshire and Humberside regional police force 

collaboration. 

The Council’s response fails to include the 

following sentence that shows that net revenue 

expenditure on police-police collaboration will 

rise to 5.9% in 2017/18. 

NYCC 2.15 The LBC does not have a 

comprehensive analysis of the 

The LBC specifies several strategic risks that are 

associated with a change in governance of any 
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risks associated with each 

governance option.  

 

 

sort and assesses each option’s ability to mitigate 

them. Under each option in the Economic case a 

section considers the risks pertinent to that 

option and considers whether the model would 

be able to mitigate these. The management case 

specifically looks at the risks associated with the 

Governance model and the transfer of 

governance to the PCC as the preferred option in 

line with HM Treasury guidelines.  

NYCC 2.15 In particular it does not 

account for the risk that 

collaborative arrangements 

between NYFRS and councils 

on healthcare and 

vulnerability may be at risk if 

the Governance model leads 

to a strong and exclusive 

focus on collaboration 

between NYFRS and NYP. 

Section 3.1.4, bullet 2, identifies a strategic risk 

that wider collaboration might be adversely 

impacted. Section 4.4.3, CSF 4, addresses this for 

the Governance model and identifies that actually 

by bringing governance together these wider 

relationships could be strengthened if work 

between wider partners and police and fire were 

to be aligned and done jointly where appropriate.  

It is also clearly stated in the PCC’s 

transformational vision in Table 1 that wider 

collaboration needs to be at the heart of future 

work, making it clear that this proposal is 

explicitly not about an ‘exclusive focus on 

collaboration between NYFRS and NYP’.  

It should also be remembered that the PCC would 

be both governor of the police and of the fire 

service and would therefore have a mind to the 

work of each service as well as to that of both 

together. As such a transfer of governance would 

not stop any wider collaboration but look to 

enhance it and ensure that it efficiently works 

across a greater number of organisations and that 

there is no duplication of effort or resource. 

NYCC 2.16 The LBC does not include a 

comprehensive Equality 

Impact Assessment. 

Section 7.6 clearly states that an initial 

assessment finds no adverse impact on any 

particular group or community as the transfer of 

governance itself would not impact on the service 

being delivered. Given that the purpose of the 

transfer is to increase visibility and accountability 

it is supposed that the impact would be positive.  

Equality Impact Assessments are intended to help 

inform the final decision. In this case that 

decision will be taken by the Home Secretary. As 

is clearly stated a full EIA has been undertaken 
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alongside the consultation to reflect the views of 

different communities. This is included as part of 

the business case for submission. 

NYCC 2.17 The PCC has made bold 

statements (not included in 

the business case) about 

detailed operational and 

staffing issues without the 

benefit of access to the 

information and analysis 

available to NYFRA. 

The matters discussed during the consultation are 

operational and not directly relevant to the 

transfer of governance. They stem from further 

detailed analysis of NYFRA budgets and medium 

term financial plans, research through the 

national Fire College and discussions with 

external fire experts, and through discussions 

with employees and their representatives. 

Given that NYFRA has revoked its previous 

decision and decided to follow the PCC’s lead, 

performing a neat U-turn despite all its 

representations to councils, demonstrates that 

the PCC and her team clearly have a very good 

understanding of these matters. 

 

 


